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Preface

During the past few months, I have learned a great deal about history

education, heritage education, and curricular reform. Much of the informa-

tion in this thesis on heritage education was obtained via the National Trust

Library at the University of Maryland, the ERIC/CheSS education database,

the RLIN/ Eureka linked research library catalogues, and a survey that I con-

ducted in the fall of 1995. Further information came from the World Wide

Web, including web pages for historic sites and educational organizations.

There is a particularly impressive History/Social Studies Web Site for K-12

Teachers which reveals some of the incredible education and resource poten-

tial of the internet (see http://execpc. com/ -dboals/boals.html).

In addition, several individuals with knowledge and experience in

heritage education contributed their expertise via telephone or electronic

mail. These individuals have been acknowledged elsewhere in this paper,

but it should be noted that a few important people in the field could not be

reached. These include Kathleen Hunter, formerly with the National Trust

for Historic Preservation; Kathlyn Hatch, formerly with the University of

Vermont; and Diane L. Brooks of the California State Department of Educa-

tion. I regret that their insights could not be included here.

My primary source for postmodern curriculum theory has been Patrick

Slattery's Curriculum Development in the Postmodern Era, in addition to
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selected works by other postmodern theorists. Given the content of Slattery's

book, it seems appropriate that I stumbled across it by luck while browsing the

library shelves. Slattery's account of his experience in the public school sys-

tem struck a chord with me, as did his postmodern rationale for the general

ineffectiveness of history education today. I do not claim that Slattery or

other similar theorists have the right answer necessarily, but I do sense that

there is validity to their perspective.

There are several people to thank for helping me reach the end of this

journey, including Sally Stokes at the National Trust Library; David Field

and Deborah Page at the National Trust headquarters in Washington; Joyce

Stephens and Denise Panichas, heritage educators; the many state historic

preservation offices and organizations that sent me information; and finally

my advisor, David De Long, and my reader, Michael Tomlan. Special love

and thanks go to Diane Cohen and Bob Jaeger for their endless patience and

support, to Andrea Strassner for her friendship and smile, to Eric Breitkreutz

for being my island in a storm, and to my parents for their eternal love and

confidence.
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I. Introduction

The goal of this thesis is to explore the relevance of heritage education

within the context of postmodern curriculum theory. Heritage education

programs, on the one hand, possess many of the characteristics that are said by

theorists and scholars to characterize intellectual and social changes in the

postmodern world. Postmodern curriculum theorists, on the other hand,

promote educational and curricular reforms that reflect the changing needs

and views of a postmodern society. Yet, despite the apparent potential for a

formal, rather than merely incidental, relationship between postmodern

curriculum theory and heritage education, such a relationship has not yet

been established. Heritage education has the potential to fulfill part of the

vision of postmodern curriculum theory, and in fact has already been doing

so for decades. Looked at from one perspective, postmodern curriculum

theory provides the why of heritage education (i.e., why does the heritage

education phenomena exist?), while heritage education exemplifies how

postmodern theory is reflected in practice. If a dialogue were developed be-

tween the two, a mutual effort could be made to promote systemic changes in

education that are responsive to the needs of a postmodern society and that

support heritage education's postmodern approach to teaching and learning.

Heritage education, unfortunately, was done an early disservice when

it was named. Rather than being acknowledged for what it really is — any one

of a number of approaches to education that deal with history and physical

artifacts of history ~ heritage education was encumbered with a trendy moni-

ker that divorced it from the academic field of history, and disqualified it





from having any obvious place in school curriculums. It places heritage

education in the linguistic company of "Heritage Realty" and "Heritage Hills"

condominiums,' rather than in the company of historians. Which is not to

say that the word history isn't in danger of losing its respectability as well,

with Disney slowly eroding its former meaning; and it can also not be over-

looked that some heritage education programs are indeed trendy or faddish in

nature. But there are no scholars or academic departments in the discipline

of heritage to my knowledge, such that heritage education is at a disadvan-

tage from the outset for being taken seriously.

Heritage education eludes easy definition or categorization, even by

those who practice it; those who have attempted have rarely succeeded in

doing so in less than two paragraphs. In some ways, this merely serves to

confirm the postmodern nature of the phenomena, reflecting the diversity,

individuality, and contextualism of heritage education programs. Heritage

education is actually a rather complicated movement. One of the shorter

definitions states that heritage education is "the study and interpretation of

the history and traditions of a local community in its state and national con-

text, with emphasis on the built and natural environment, folklore, and

family history."2 A longer definition, reprinted below from the National

Trust for Historic Preservation, attempts to be even more inclusive of the

many subtleties of heritage education:

1 Michael Kammcn, "History is Our Heritage: The Past in Contemporary American Culture,"

in Historical Literacy: The Case for History in American Education, ed. Paul Gagnon and the

Bradley Commission on History in Schools (New York: Macmillan, 1989), 144.

2 Preservation Society of Charieston (South Carolina), "The Heritage Education Forum,"
Preservation Progress 35, no. 3 (April 1991), 1.





Heritage education is an approach to teaching and learning about
history and culture. It uses primary sources from the natural and built

environments, material culture, oral histories, community practices, music,

dance, and written documents to help us understand our local heritage

and our connections to other cultures, regions of the country, the nation,

and the world as a whole. The National Trust is particularly interested in

preserving and teaching those reflections of our heritage remaining at

sites, structures and buildings and in objects.

Heritage education identifies, documents, analyzes, and interprets

historic places in order to expand and enrich the public's understanding
and appreciation of the ideas, themes, issues, events, and people that

constitute our historical experiences and cultural expressions — our
heritage. It integrates this information with other source materials and
considers this information from an interdisciplinary perspective on the

humanities, arts, social, and natural sciences.

Heritage education seeks to nurture a preservation ethic in the

learner: citizen involvement in thoughtful decision making for today and
tomorrow based on an understading of the past; pursuit of a quality of

life for all citizens in which their environment reflects their common and
diverse beliefs, values, and traditions; and conservation of the nation's

natural, historical, and cultural resources for generations to come.^

The length and inclusiveness of this definition reflect the fact that there are

numerous individuals and organizations involved with heritage education:

historians, teachers, preservationists, archaeologists, folklorists, city planners,

archivists, and material culturalists, to name just a few. Heritage education

almost always focuses on tangible, cultural expressions of history such as the

built environment, artifacts, and cultural traditions such as oral history. The

programs themselves range in theme from rural architecture to urban neigh-

borhoods, and from maritime history to archaeology.^

3 Kathleen Hunter, "A Committment to Education: Designing a Heritage-Education Center for

the National Trust: A Final Report," Historic Preservation Forum 6, no. 1 (January/ February

1992), 17-18.

"* For the purposes of this thesis, research was limited to heritage education programs with

some relation to the built environment. For information on archaeology programs, see Ruthann
Knudsen, "Archaeological Public Education Programs," Cultural Resources Management 16, no.

2 (1993), 19, 24. For an example of a maritime program, sec the description of the Mystic

Seaport Museum's educational program in National Trust for Historic Preservation, Heritage

Education: A Community-School Partnership. Information Series No. 73, 1993.





Heritage education should not, however, be mistaken as an extra sub-

ject to be added to the curriculum. As noted in the definition above, heritage

education is an approach to teaching, not a subject unto itself. Tangible, his-

toric resources should be understood as "a reflection of culture, a concept that

can be used to teach history, art, social studies, literature, city planning, and

science. "5 An historic resource such as a building or other artifact can be used

as a lens through which to view the culture that produced it.

From a preservation perspective, heritage education programs are im-

portant because they can help instill a preservation ethic in the children who

will one day bear responsibility for the stewardship of our society's historic

resources. From a postmodern theory perspective, these programs are impor-

tant for their interdisciplinary methodology and their utilization of local,

contextual resources for inspiring deeper understanding and multi-dimen-

sional learning in history, languages, cultural history, sciences, and other

subjects. As this thesis attemps to illustrate, these objectives are closely inter-

related and have manifested themselves uniquely in the phenomena of

heritage education.

^ Stephen B Smith, "Education: Expanding Heritage Education," Historic Preservation Forum

6, no. 6 (November-December 1992), 4.





IL History of Heritage Education in the United States

The history of heritage education in the United States is a difficult

history to write. Although the use of the word "heritage" in the United States

has been popular since the late 1940s to early 1950s, and has since become a

buzzword of astonishing magnitude,^ there has been no single organization

or institution that has consistently led or coordinated the heritage education

movement during that time. Thus there is no single, institutional memory

of the development of heritage education. The following brief history has

been gleaned from a range of printed sources and the memories of indivi-

duals; it cannot claim to be comprehensive, but it can at least give an over-

view of some of the major milestones in the movement.

Heritage education can be viewed as an outgrowth of, or at least a

cousin of, at least three other educational movements that date from the

earliest decades of the 20th century through the present. These movements

include architectural (or built environment) education; urban planning

education; and environmental education. An early example of architectural

education can be found in Children and Architecture (1932), a sixth-grade

teacher's account of using architecture as a thematic teaching tool. The

teacher's goals, methods, and experiences as related in the book are not

dramatically different than those of similar programs today, using the study

of architecture to stimulate the interests and talents of students in the areas of

mathematics, science, history, geography, literature, and the fine arts.'' The

^ Michael Kammen, "History is Our Heritage: The Past in Contemporary American Culture,"

in Historical Literacy: The Case for History in American Education, ed. Paul Gagnon and the

Bradley Commission on History in Schools (New York: Macmillan, 1989), 140.

^ Emily Ann Barnes and Bess M. Young, Unit of Work: Children and Architecture (New York:





teacher believed that the goal of studying architecture was to learn "the aes-

thetic and human side of this art, to trace its development through the ages,

and to interpret its meaning in everyday life. The study is not an end in itself,

but is a means to an end of understanding more fully the historical develop-

ment of nations."^ By the 1950s, however, widespread concern about Amer-

ica's decaying inner cities spawned a wave of secondary school textbooks that

focused on the need for man to control and improve those aspects of his en-

vironment that were not functioning efficiently, rather than appreciate its

history.^ One textbook referred to a city's "heritage" as the problems in phy-

sical growth that the city had been bequeathed by its forbears. ^^ By the late

1960s, concern for the quality of the natural and man-made environment,

and for man's sometimes unwitting power to either preserve or do irrev-

ocable damage to that environment, resulted in a new wave of environmen-

tal education programs.

Heritage education programs share many similarities with these other

program types, except that within the rubric of architecture, planning, and

environments, they focus specifically on historic places and resources. Prior

to the 1950s, when the word "heritage" came into vogue in the United States,

there appear to have been very few educational programs for children that

Columbia University Teachers College, 1932), 20, 300-306.

8 Ibid., 4.

' In 1959, one of the required topics in the Philadelphia high school curriculum was "Slum

Clearance and Improved Housing," taught as part of the American history and government

course. It was noted that 10,000 students per year were thus studying about the need for "urban

renewal," a term coined in 1954. Sec Howard H. Hallman, Education to Forward Urban

Renewal in Philadelphia (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Housing Association, 1959), 26-27.

For examples of textbooks, see notes 10 and 18 below.

^^ Theodore T. McCrosky, Charles A. Blessing, and J. Ross McKeever, Surging Cities: A
Secondary School Textbook in Two Parts (Boston: Greater Boston Development Committee,

1948), 158.





were specifically connected to historic sites, despite the existence of preserva-

tion organizations and house museums throughout the country. In his

extensive history of the beginnings of the preservation movement in Amer-

ica, Charles Hosmer, Jr. cites only one preservation program prior to 1949 that

included children's education as a major component: Henry Ford's creation

of Greenfield Village in Dearborn, Michigan. Greenfield Village opened to

the public in 1932," and was perhaps the earliest preservation project with a

serious intention to include children — and their education — as part of the

project. It was not, however, what we would think of as heritage education

today. Ford's village of relocated buildings from throughout the country ~

numbering over 50 by 1936 ~ was intended to be a living history museum,

with entire families living and working on the site.'^ Greenfield Village

included seven schoolhouses that Ford founded as active schools for grades

K-12 in the Dearborn public school system. ^^ Pord intended that his extensive

collection of American artifacts would serve as educational resources from

which his students would learn. Ford was quoted as having said, "This

museum has been organized for the purpose of teaching. We have a school

'^ Charles B. Hosmer, Jr., Preservation Comes of Age: From Williamsburg to the National

Trust, 1926-1949 (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1981), 1: 91.

^2 William Greenleaf, From These Beginnings: The Early Philanthropies of Henry and Edsel

Ford, 1911-1936 (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1964), 105. Although a similar

scheme had been proposed for Williamsburg, it was not immediately implemented. The restor-

ation project at Williamsburg, funded by John D. Rockcrfeller, Jr., was announced completed in

1934, though in reality the work continued in subsequent years. Rockerfeller was reportedly far

more interested in the historic buildings of Williamsburg than in the lives of the people who
had once lived there. See Charles B. Hosmer, Jr., Preservation Comes of Age: From Williams-

burg to the National Trust, 1926-1949 (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1981), 1:

44, 48. For information on the modern-day educational programs of the Henry Ford Museum and
Greenfield Village, see their World Wide Web site at http:/hfm.umd.umich.edu/index.html.
^^ Greenleaf, From These Beginnings, 147.





here, but the education of the children is not confined to book studies."^'* The

children went on many field trips, and had the opportunity to learn about

historic crafts and professions.

Local history education also had its proponents in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries, focusing additional interest on the tangible his-

tory embodied in communities and their buildings. The American Associa-

tion for State and Local History launched its journal, American Heritage, in

1947, and has been active in local history education and heritage education

ever since.^^ Among other things, local history captured Americans' enthu-

siasm for significant events and people of the past.

By 1960, because of such enthusiasm, a significant number of historic

sites were being preserved and maintained as museums. According to a sur-

vey conducted in 1988 by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, over

2,000 historic site museums had been established prior to 1960. ^^ During the

1960s and early 1970s, this growing national interest in preserving historic

resources, as well as concern for environmental resources, was codified in a

string of federal legislation, including the National Historic Preservation Act

of 1966, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the Environmental

Education Act of 1970, and the Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act

of 1974. Beginning in the late 1960s and continuing through the 1970s, many

environmental education books for children were produced, focusing on

man-made and man-shaped environments.^'' One planning textbook from

14 Ibid., 148.

15 Fay D. Metcalf and Matthew T. Downey, Using Local History in the Classroom (Nashville:

American Association for State and Local History, 1982), 3-5.

1^ Gerald George, "Historic Property Museums: What Are They Preserving?" Historic

Preservation Forum 2, no. 3 (Summer 1989), 2.

1^ See, for example, Alan Levy, Our Man-Made Environment: Book Seven (Philadelphia:





1970 encouraged the study of neighborhood history and culture as a valuable

part of the urban planning process^^ -- a marked change from the lack of his-

torical interest in planning textbooks only 20 years before.i^ As the national

bicentennial drew near and pride in national and local history swelled, teach-

ers were encouraged by the history- and preservation-minded to use activities

such as walking tours to teach students about local architecture and commun-

ities.20

Also developing throughout the 1960s and 1970s was the presence of

house museums and historical organizations, many of which began to offer

elementary and secondary educational programs. In contrast to the environ-

mental education books, which were to be used in the schools by teachers, the

educational programs offered by museums and historical societies were

taught by the organizations' volunteer or professional staff and utilized the

organizations' historic sites and resources. The San Antonio Conservation

Society claims to be one of the earliest historic organizations to provide a

Group for Environmental Education, 1969); Urban Environment Collaborative, Learning to Get

Around: An Urban Environment Mapping Unit (Philadelphia: Group for Environmental

Education, 1971); Richard Saul Wurman, Alan Levy, and Joel Katz, The Nature of Recreation:

A Handbook in Honor of Frederick Law Olmsted, Using Examples From His Work (Cambridge:

MIT Press, 1972); and Jay Farbstcin and Min Kantrowitz, People in Places: Experiencing, Using,

and Changing the Built Environrnent (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1978).

^^ See C. Richard Hatch, Teaching Urban Action: Planning for Change (Boston: Ginn and
Company, 1970).

^^ See, for example, McCrosky, Blessing, and McKeevcr, Surging Cities, 155, in which the

authors state, without hesitancy, that outdated buildings must be torn down for new ones. The
authors opined that "at the end of another 100 years it is probable that most of the buildings

and public works in our cities of today will no longer exist. Perhaps only a few fine churches

and other monumental structures will remain." Ironically, in the last chapter entitled "The

Citizen's Responsibility for the Future," every illustration is of an historic, not modem, build-

ing.

^^ See, for example, Richard C. Balabon and Alison Igo St. Clair, The Mystery Tour: Exploring

the Designed Environment With Children (Washington: Preservation Press, 1976).





program for elementary school children. Their guided tours of local historic

sites began in 1960.21

The 1970s were a particularly busy time for built environment and

preservation education, fueled by enthusiasm for the upcoming bicentennial

in 1976.22 During the 1970s, the National Trust for Historic Preservation

(founded in 1949) became interested in preservation education, and created an

Education Services Division. Dee Ann Walker, Youth Programs Assistant in

1976, compiled a "Children's Preservation Bibliography" of story books that

included architecture and neighborhoods as themes.23 Also in 1976, the

American Institute of Architects launched its educational program called

Architects-in-Schools. Although the AIA's mission in launching this pro-

gram was not to teach history per se, it acknowledged the importance of his-

toric as well as modern architecture. The program's overall purpose was "to

help learners recognize the design elements that contribute to the texture of

communities: aesthetics, the environment, technology, economics, history,

and culture. "24 In 1978, a program called "Teaching with Architecture" was

established at the University of Vermont, enabling local elementary and

secondary school teachers to take a summer graduate course in the Historic

Preservation program. This "Summer Institute" sent the teachers out into

the field and showed them how to observe, identify, classify, analyze, and

interpret architecture. The strength of the program was that the teachers

21 San Antonio Conservation Society, "History Taught Through Tours," San Antonio Conserva-

tion Society News 32, no. 3 (February 1996), 1.

22 Michael Tomlan, letter to author, 24 November 1995.

23 Dee Ann Walker, "A Children's Preservation Bibliography" (National Trust for Historic

Preservation, 19 September 1976, photocopy). Most of the books on the list date from the 1960s

and 1970s, although a few go back to the 1940s and 1950s.

24 Kathleen Hunter, "Heritage Education: What is Going On Out There?" Cultural Resources

Management 16, no. 2 (1993), 7.
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could then design their own classroom lessons based on their own knowledge

of architecture.25 Cornell University, and later Middle Tennessee State Uni-

versity, began similar programs.^^ Universities with historic preservation

programs banded together in 1978 to form the National Council for Preser-

vation Education, focusing on preservation education at the college level.^^

Environmental education also continued to be popular; the National Park

Service played a leading role in environmental education in the 1970s.28

In the years following the national bicentennial, however, the nation's

interest in historical education waned, and the Education Services Division of

the National Trust was disbanded. ^^ The lull didn't last long, however. One

of the first educational books devoted specifically to historic architecture and

preservation. Historic Preservation Education Curriculum Materials, was

published in 1980 and included lessons to help children perceive the character

and aesthetic value of the built environment. The authors felt it to be their

obligation to "help our children to cherish the legacy of past generations. "^°

The National Building Museum, dedicated to American achievements in the

building arts, was created by an act of Congress in 1980, and has education as a

large part of its mission.^^ The Foundation for Architecture, a non-profit

2^ Kathlyn Hatch, Teaching With Architecture: A Casebook for Classroom and Community

(Burlington: University of Vermont, 1994), preface, 2. Interestingly, the Teaching with Archi-

tecture program was launched with a grant from the Ford Foundation.

2^ Michael Tomlan, letter to author, 24 November 1995.

2^ Ad Hoc Committee on Elementary-Secondary Education, A Heritage at Risk: A Report on

Heritage Education (K-12) (National Council for Preservation Education, 1987), preface.

28 "National Symbols: Presidential Homes," History News 45, no. 1 (January/February 1990),

12.

29 Michael Tomlan, letter to author, 24 November 1995. Fiscal pressures may have contributed

to the decision to eliminate the education department; Tomlan reports that the education staff

was replaced by fund raisers.

^^ See Carol D. Holden, Gary L. Olsen, and Michele R. Olsen, Historic Preservation Education

Curriculum Materials (n.p., 1980), introduction.

^^ National Building Museum, National Building Museum, one-page brochure, January 1995.
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educational organization established in Philadelphia in 1980, launched its

Architecture in Education program in 1981, utilizing volunteer design

professionals and college students to teach at local elen^entary and secondary

schools.^2 At one of the National Trust's regional properties, Drayton Hall,

the staff began working with local school teachers to create educational pro-

grams in 1982, starting with a simple scavenger hunt that evolved into a

multidisciplinary house tour (and, years later, many other programs as

well) .33 The Center for Understanding the Built Environment (CUBE) in

Prairie Village, Kansas, was founded in 1983 to provide teachers and

communities with the tools needed to teach children about planning and

designing the built environment. ^4 One of the most popular of these tools is

"Box City," a portable educational kit used by educators and school children

throughout the country to create three-dimensional cities from boxes of

various sizes and to learn how to improve the built environment.^^

Numerous other programs and teaching resources were developed and

produced throughout the 1980s by historical organizations, non-profit

educational organizations, universities, public school systems, and even

municipal governments.^*' According to one report, heritage education

(See Appendix A.) A large number of the museum's staff members (13) are devoted to education,

whereas a smaller number (5) coordinate exhibitions and collections.

32 Foundation for Architecture, Architecture in Education, one-page brochure, n.d. (See

Appendix A.)

33 Megget B. Lavin, "Heritage Education at Drayton Hall," Historic Preservation Forum 6, no.

1 (January/ February 1992), 23.

3^* Center for Understanding the Built Environment, CUBE: The Center for Understanding the

Built Environment, one-page brochure, n.d. (See Appendix A.)

35 Center for Understanding the Built Environment, ArchiSources, October 1995.

3^ Some examples of texts from this period include Robert A. Bowser, ed.. Learning by Design

(Harrisburg: Pennsylvania Department of Education, 1984); Judith Dailey Nechwort, A
Teacher's Guide to Historic Preservation (Norwich, NY: Chenango County Department of

Planning and Development, 1986); and Kenny Karem, Discover Louisville: An Illustrated

12





programs from the 1970s into the 1980s grew steadily "in number, experience,

and sophistication. "37

By the late 1980s, heritage education (and related built environment

and planning education) had gained significant momentum as a "grass roots

movement,"38 culminating in a series of major initiatives and events. One of

these was the publication in 1987 of A Heritage at Risk: A Report on Heri-tage

Education (K-12) by the National Council for Preservation Education, in

response to a perceived need for increased awareness and appreciation of his-

toric resources among school children. The report praised existing heritage

education programs, but encouraged greater coordination between programs

nationwide and between the programs and educators in the schools.

In 1988, the National Trust for Historic Preservation once again put

education on its agenda, and began a heritage education initiative that includ-

ed collaboration with the National Park Service. Kathleen Hunter, a former

educator, joined the National Trust's staff as Director of Education Initiatives

to "help develop a heritage education program that would build bridges to the

education community. "^^ During the development process, a variety of edu-

cators, curriculum specialists, and preservation people served as advisors.

Activity Guidebook for Exploring City and County Neighborhoods (Louisville: Louisville

Historical League, 1988). Some state and national organizations that were investigating or

running heritage education programs prior to 1988 include the Georgia Trust for Historic

Preservation, the Louisiana State Historic Preservation Office, the Utah Heritage Society,

the American Association of State and Local History, the American Institute of Architects, and

the American Association of Museums. See Kathleen Hunter, "A Commitment to Education:

Designing a Heritage-Education Center for the National Trust: A Final Report," Historic

Preservation Forum 6, no. 1 (January/ February 1992), 15-16.

37 Ad Hoc Committee on Elementary-Secondary Education, A Heritage at Risk: A Report on

Heritage Education (K-12) (National Council for Preservation Education, 1987), 2.

3^ Barbara C. Timken, "Special Issue: International Conference on Architectural Heritage

Education," US/ICOMOS Newsletter 11, no. 4 (April 1990), 1.

3^ Carol D. Schull, "Creating a Partnership," Cultural Resources Management 16, no. 2 (1993),

4.
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The result was a series of lesson plans called "Teaching with Historic Places,"

produced in collaboration with the Keeper of the National Register of Historic

Places at the National Park Service. The lesson plans are based on historic

sites listed in the National Register of Historic Places, and include readings,

maps, and photographs, plus activities and questions about the history of the

particular sites."*" The first prototype lesson plans, published in 1992, were

written by Fay Metcalf, former director of the National Commission for Social

Studies in the Schools. The National Park Service provided staffing and

funding for the project, while the National Trust provided the services of

Kathleen Hunter and the publishing costs for the lessons."*! The National

Council for the Social Studies agreed to publish the first several lesson plans

in their journal. Social Education, during the 1992-1993 school year.'*^ The

first of the plans, "Knife River: Early Village Life on the Plains," was also

included in the National Park Service's journal. Cultural Resources Manage-

ment, in 1993.'*^ At the annual conferences of the National Council for the

Social Studies and the National Trust for Historic Preservation, workshops

were held to introduce the program to educators and others."*^

American interest in heritage education coalesced with international

activities when, in 1989, the International Council on Monuments and Sites

^^
I admit to having read only one of these lesson plans, "San Antonio Missions: Spanish

Influence in Texas," the second in the scries. Although I cannot speak for the quality of the

majority of the lessons, this particular lesson is not impressive. One of the maps has the Rio

Grande labeled in the wrong place, a rather inexcusable error. The lesson plan also does not

seem to reflect modem scholarship in recognizing the plight of Native Americans at the hands

of European settlers.

41 Ibid., 5.

^^ Beth M. Boland, "Teaching With Historic Places: Where Did History Happen?" Cultural

Resources Management 16, no. 2 (1993), 3.

'^^ Cultural Resources Management 16, no. 2 (1993), insert.

^ Beth M. Boland, "Teaching With Historic Places: Where Did History Happen?" Cultural

Resources Management 16, no. 2 (1993), 3.
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(ICOMOS) sponsored an international conference on architectural heritage

education. Thirty-three American delegates were selected to attend the

conference in Paris, and compare their work and experiences with other

heritage educators from throughout the world. The American delegates

represented historical organizations, universities, museums, educational

organizations, design firms, and the public school system.'*^ Several objec-

tives were established at the conference: the creation of a directory of heritage

educators; establishment of an international exchange program; creation of a

databank of educational resources; and the development of an international

charter on heritage education. ^^ A number of heritage education events were

held in the U.S. in the year following the conference, including workshops

held in conjunction with the annual meetings of the American Association

of State and Local History, ICOMOS, and the National Trust for Historic Pres-

ervation.'*^

In the 1990s, however, heritage education at the national level has

again taken a down-swing. The National Park Service has run out of funding

for Teaching with Historic Places, and the program is being phased out;^^ in

the early 1990s, the National Trust for Historic Preservation attempted to

establish a heritage education center in Waterford, Virginia, but failed for lack

of funds;^^ and the education department of the National Trust was once

^^ "Special Issue: International Conference on Architectural Heritage Education,"

US/ICOMOS Newsletter 11, no. 4 (April 1990), 7. (See Appendix B for list of American
delegates.)

46 Ibid., 1.

4^ Ibid., 6. One such workshop was held at the National Building Museum; another was
cosponsored by the Smithsonian Institution's Office of Elementary and Secondary Education.

^^ Conversation with David B. Field, National Trust for Historic Preservation, 12 March 1996.

One staff person has been retained at the Trust to complete the editing on the remaining lesson

plans.

4^ Conversation with Deborah Page, National Trust for Historic Preservation, 12 March 1996.
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again disbanded.^o During a telephone interview in 1995, one of the Amer-

ican delegates to the ICOMOS conference expressed disappointment at the

failure of national organizations to take a strong and lasting lead in coordinat-

ing heritage education efforts.^' Although the National Trust has continued

to include heritage education sessions at its annual conferences, and the most

recent conference of the American Association of State and Local History

focused on the importance of historic places, the majority of heritage educa-

tion efforts in the mid-1990s occur at the local level.

These local programs are offered by a wide range of organizations and

individuals. A 1994 survey of heritage education providers in Rhode Island

identified four types of programs: curriculum-based programs offered by

preservation/historical organizations, working directly with school depart-

ments; educational programs offered at historic sites; museum-sponsored

programs; and teacher-developed programs. ^^ A National Trust brochure

identifies three broad categories: historic house museums and historic sites;

living history museums; and preservation organizations. ^^

In reality, there are many more types of programs than those identified

by the Rhode Island survey and the National Trust. Several universities

sponsor teacher-training programs for heritage education, including the

According to Ms. Page, the proposal to convert the Old School in Waterford for use as a heri-

tage education center was never realized, due to the high cost of restoration and insufficient

funding. The center at Waterford would have served as an information, outreach, and training

center. See Kathleen Hunter, "A Commitment to Education: Designing a Heritage-Education

Center for the National Trust: A Final Report," Historic Preservation Forum 6, no. 1 (January/

February 1992), 20.

^^ Kathleen Hunter is now president of Hunter & Associates, a private consulting firm.

51 Conversation with Joyce Stephens, heritage education consultant, August 1995.

52 Claire L. Teixcira, Report on Statewide Heritage and Archaeological Education Programs

(Preservation Society of Pawtuckct, July 1994).

53 Kathleen Hunter, "Heritage Education: What is Going On Out There?" Cultural Resources

Management 16, no. 2 (1993), 6.
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University of Vermont and Middle Tennessee State University. Some state

historic preservation offices offer heritage education programs, such as the

State Historical Society of North Dakota.54 Occasionally an entire school

district makes a commitment to heritage education, as is the case at the

Massie Heritage Interpretation Center in Savannah, Georgia. The center is

owned and operated by the Savannah-Chatham County public school system.

Sometimes municipal departments form collaborative ventures with school

systems; in Abilene, Texas, for example, local teachers and city planners

worked together to create an educational program that focused on sound

planning and stewardship of the built environment.^^ In Salisbury,

Connecticut, a historic district commission has developed programs for

grades three, four, and five, and will design special projects for junior and

senior high classes upon request. ^^ Educational organizations such as the

Foundation for Architecture and the Center for Understanding the Built

Environment may not focus exclusively on historic environments, but

contribute to heritage education nonetheless; the same can be said of mus-

eums such as the National Building Museum, which teaches about the build-

ing arts, both new and historic. In Hawaii, one educational program was

even initiated and sponsored by a large-scale developer. ^^

5^ State Historical Society of North Dakota, SEND: Suitcase Exhibits for North Dakota, one-

page printed brochure, n.d. (Sec Appendix A.)

^^ City of Abilene and Abilene Independent School District, "Box-City Abilene Style," four-

page photocopy, n.d. (See Appendix A.)

5^ Lou V. Burgess, "Education a Major Project of Salisbury Local Historic District Commission,"

Connecticut Preservation News (Connecticut Trust for Historic Preservation) 13, no. 5

(September/October 1990), 11.

5'' Ramona K. Mullahey, "Planning Our Future: Heritage Education and Civic Action," Historic

Preservation Forum 6, no. 1 (January/ February 1992), 26. The program, comprised of a scries of

workshops to teach teachers about the planning and land use process, was sponsored by the

estate of James Campbell, a major developer of a proposed master-planned city on 32,0(X) acres
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Unfortunately, there is no single directory or survey that accurately

gauges the efforts of heritage educators nationwide. The National Trust's

heritage education initiative had included the establishment of a heritage

education database and produced a preliminary resource guide in 1990, but

the guide included only minimal information about heritage education

providers and the resources they produced. It did not describe the organiza-

tions' activities and programs.^^ Since the National Trust's heritage educa-

tion department no longer exists, it is likely that this guide will not be

updated.

in Oahu. Ms. Mullahey, a professional planner in Hawaii, reports that "the estate is an
exemplary developer, integrating a unique sense of history and culture into its city planning and
design and innovating a dynamic educational program to foster a sense of civic responsibility."

58 Kathleen Hunter, ed.. Heritage Education Resource Guide: Preliminary Edition, National

Trust for Historic Preservation, 1990.
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in. Postmodern Curriculum Theory and the Need for Educational Reform

During the 1980s, there was a sweUing of pubhc concern about the

quahty of American education amidst a series of studies about how little

American students know.59 A study initiated in 1981 by Secretary of Educa-

tion T.H. Bell resulted in a 1983 report, A Nation at Risk, which contained

disturbing conclusions about the general failure of American schools to pro-

vide students with a sound education. ^^ Many other reports and studies

throughout the 1980s focused on the need for curricular and educational

reform>i As a resuU, primary and secondary schools have been besieged by

numerous short-lived teaching theories, which critics say have been faddish

and inefective.^2 gy 1991^ President Bush declared that in the eight years since

A Nation at Risk was published, education had not improved at all.^

Scholars in the discipline of postmodern curriculum theory believe

that it is the suffusion of postmodern thought in the United States ~ in the

arts, humanities, literature, mathematics, philosophy, and theology, as well as

science^ ~ that makes it imperative to reevaluate the form and content of

^^ One study revealed that 68% of 8,000 American 17-year-olds surveyed could not place the

Civil War in the correct half century. Robert ]. NorrcU, "Historical Editorial: Alabama
Students Score Poorly on History Tests," Preservation Report (Alabama Historical Commission)

17, no. 5 (September/October 1990), 5.

^^ National Commission on Excellence in Education, A Nation at Risk: the Imperative for

Educational Reform (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, April 1983).

^^ John J. Patrick, "The Bradley Commission in the Context of 1980s Curricular Reform in the

Social Studies," History Teacher 23, no. 1 (November 1989), 37.

^2 Robert E. Slavin, "PET and the Pendulum: Faddism in Education and How to Stop It," Phi

Delta Kappan 70, no. 10 (June 1989).

^ America 2000: an Education Strategy (Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991),

15.

^ William E. Doll, Jr., A Post-Modern Perspective on Curriculum (New York: Teachers College

Press, 1993), 5.
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education in the schools. Theorists such as Patrick Slattery, author of a recent

text that attempts to summarize recent scholarship and directions in the field,

perceive that "society is in the midst of a shift away from the concept of an

objective, knowable, factual world... toward a concept of constructed worlds

where knowledge is contested and partial. "^^ ^ century ago, the goal of edu-

cation reform was to achieve scientific efficiency in the schools; even John

Dewey's progressive vision of education included imbuing students with "an

industrial intelligence based on science."^ Education throughout much of

the twentieth century, postmodern theorists claim, has emphasized an "un-

relenting commitment to behavioral objectives, learning hierarchies, 'value-

neutral' empirical-analytical methodologies, goals and objectives, rote mem-

orization, and competitive learning environments."^'' Over the course of the

past several decades, however, the modern, twentieth-century faith in scien-

tific fact and definitive, provable knowledge has diminished, and instead is

perceived as being supplanted by intuitive questioning, pluralistic under-

standing, subjective viewpoints, and a rejection of "objective truths."^

Postmodern curriclum theorists believe that education in the United

States has not adapted to this intellectual and conceptual revolution, and that

it must undergo a transformation in order to reflect current societal values

^^ Patrick Slattery, Curriculum Development in the Postmodern Era (New York: Garland

Publishing, 1995), 28-9.

^ Carl F. Kacstle, "The Public Schools and the Public Mood," American Heritage 41, no. 1

(February 1990), 74.

^^ Slattery, Curriculum Development, 253.

^ Some claim that the postmodern world is more than a century old, while others date it to

within the past several decades; sec Slattery, Curriculum Development, 17. One theorist chose

the late date of 1974 as the seminal marker; sec also David Harvey, The Condition of

Postmodernity: an Enquiry into the Origin of Cultural Change (Cambridge: Blackwell,

\990)Condition of Postmodernity, 3.
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and constructions of knowledge.^^ Slattery and others have found that the

modern approach to education is particularly lacking when it comes to teach-

ing history. Eve Kornfeld, for example, a post-secondary history educator, is

critical of the modern confidence in objective fact and quantitative knowledge

that has been dominated the field of history. History, says Kornfeld, has been

conceptualized as a discipline of objectivity, from which bias could be remov-

ed and impurities distilled, until all that remained was the "truth." Accord-

ing to Kornfeld, historians have been perceived as professional discerners of

"truth" from incomplete sources and biased accounts:

The myth of historical objectivity shaped not only the professional

identity of historians, but also the nature of historical evidence. History,

the myth held, like all social sciences, could and should operate scientifi-

cally. A verifiable hypothesis should be checked against all of the "facts"

in all of the archives. Competing bits of written data should be weighed
(objectively, of course) and all of the bias of the writers and historical

actors emptied out. Then, and only then, could a point-of-viewless story

be told: the truth. The supposed congruence of this process with both
Western science and American law, as well as its utility in regulating a

nascent profession, doubtlessly added to its inherent intellectual attrac-

tions of coherence, simplicity and totality."''''

Congruent with this approach to understanding history is the way that

such knowledge has been imparted to students in the schools. History has

been presented as a series of events, people and dates to be memorized

according to their temporal location within artificially-constructed eras of

sociopolitical or cultural development. This traditional "metanarrative," a

single overreaching historical perspective, has been criticized for failing to

acknowledge alternative perspectives or explore conflicting experiences. For

^^ Slattery, Curriculum Development, 36.

"^^ Eve Kornfeld, "History and the Humanities: The Politics of Objectivity and the Promise of

Subjectivity," in Teaching the Humanities: Essays from the ACLS Elementary and Secondary

Schools Teacher Curriculum Development Project, Occassional Paper No. 23 (New York:

American Council of Learned Societies, 1994), 107.
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example, the widespread massacre of Native Americans during westward

expansion was not a part of American "history" until very recently. The

modern perspective of history has also been criticized by postmodern theor-

ists as presenting a single, linear truth that sharply divides past from present

from future, resulting in a loss of all relevance, relativity, and context. Slat-

tery believes that "history has been decon-textualized by the modern curri-

culum, and as a result, ironically, an ahistorical and anti-historical attitude

has emerged in the modern school."'''

Indeed, secondary students rate history and other social studies subjects

as among their least favorite, and studies have shown that students often do

not know even the most basic facts about history .''^ "[T]he demoralization of

educators, disenfranchisement of students, and the dissatisfaction of stake-

holders in educational systems are all indications that something is terribly

wrong... [Modern] theories, despite their contributions to previous genera-

tions, have proved to be impotent in the face of growing turmoil in the

modern world. "''^ History education is becoming less effective as the world

outside the classroom becomes increasingly disconnected from what is taught

within. The traditional paradigm of history, which has dominated for over

100 years, is no longer relevant to the intellectual and sociological needs of

students in a rapidly transforming pluralistic society.

Slattery makes clear the failing of modern history education when he

describes his own knowledge of a major topic in American history, the Civil

^' Slattery, Cwrn'cw/wm Development, 4].

^2 Gerald Marker and Howard Mchlingcr, "Social Studies," in Handbook of Research on

Curriculum: A Project of the American Educational Research Association, ed. Philip W.
Jackson (New York: Macmillan, 1992), 844.

^^ Slattery, Curriculum Development, 245.
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War. He says that he does not remember studying the Civil War in school,

even though his transcripts show that he took classes in American history in

high school and in college^"* Slattery's autobiographical reminiscences about

the poor quality of his history education are familiar; like Slattery, my own

knowledge of the Civil War is not strong. Once the exams were completed,

all knowledge was forgotten shortly thereafter. Slattery perceives that his

ignorance of American history - despite having earned respectable grades —

stems from having not been "encouraged or directed to make connections

between the past and present."^^ Citing the "numbing recitation of dates,

names, and terms," one history professor says that its "little wonder [students]

don't remember the basic information past the chapter test."''^

Instead of actual historical knowledge, Americans are bombarded with

sanitized, popularized versions of history, such as those created by the Disney

Corporation. Their proposal to create a theme park of imitation history in

rural Virginia was eventually struck down by enraged historians and preser-

vationists — sadly, the park may have been a success. In place of historical

understanding, which is not being produced in the classroom, the average

American accepts the popular historical illusion as real. If I had bothered to

watch the recent miniseries North and South on television, my understand-

ing of the Civil War would have been based more on this farcical depiction of

history ~ described as "Dynasty set in the 1860s" by one historian ~ than on

the real thing.^ Slattery fears that "the authentic is repressed while the imi-

^4 Ibid., 46.

75 Ibid.

7^ Norrcll, "Historical Editorial, " 5.

^ Barbara Franco and Millie Rahn, "Who's Teaching History? Museum and Academic
Historians Discuss the Past, Present, and Future of History in America," History News 42, no. 5

(September/October 1987), 11.
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tation becomes the new reality, and n^odern men and women are oblivious

to the difference. Postmodernism refers to this as hyperreality... The model is

more real than the reality it supposedly represents."''^ It is somehow disturb-

ing, for example, that the "Heritage and Horizons" conference of the National

Council for the Social Studies in 1988 was held at Disney World.''^

In comparison with the modern approach to history, the postmodern

approach will reportedly be more subjective, more interrelational, more con-

textual, and — compared with the Disney version ~ more authentic. It has

become "intellectually unconscionable to write sweeping historical narratives

that ignore [recent] scholarship of what those times were like."^° Rather than

view history as "events separated by time and space," postmodern theorists

encourgae that history be viewed as "the integral interrelationship of events

unified within time and space," making them more contextual and more

meaningful to students.*^i According to Eve Kornfeld, historians should

embrace a multi-dimensional understanding of subjectivity and dispel the

myth of objectivity. *^2 A secondary-school educator similarly suggests that

students should understand history in terms of pluralistic relativism rather

than undisputed fact.^^

The goal is to discover deeper meaning in the study of history, a depth

that simply cannot be achieved through rote memorization and superficial

coverage of huge quantities of subject matter. Critics of this approach state

^^ Slattery, Curriculum Development, 248.

^^ National Council for the Social Studies, "Heritage and Horizons: The Role of the Social

Studies," advertisement. Social Education 52, no. 6 (October 1988), 422.

^^ Franco and Rahn, "Who's Teaching History?" 11.

^^ Slattery, Curriculum Development, 35.

82 Kornfeld, "Politics of Objectivity," 108-109.

83 Robert E. Duffy, "Why History?" Social Education 52, no. 6 (October 1988), 460-61.
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that "the slavish committment to coverage does not define good teaching,

and it does not define good history."^ Another critic notes that "[j]ust as

knowrledge of science is more than recall of chemical formulas, so knowledge

of momentous events -- for example, the Holocaust — should require more

than exact recall of the names of German concentration camps and the esti-

mated number of people who perished in them."^^ Referring to a history

program in England, which covers only a few topics in depth, two historians

point out that "we can lament all the history that the Schools Council Project

omits; but after years of teaching survey courses in the United States, we

continue to lament that our students know no history at all."^^

Theorists hope that the postmodern curriculum will encourage

qualitative analysis of history rather than quantitative, and will understand

history as "contextual, multi-dimensional, ironic, proleptic, contingent,

evolving, and autobiographical."*^'' They say it should focus on the personal

rather than the impersonal, on the particular rather than the general, on the

local rather than the distant ~ in short, those things which have meaning in

relation to the self, and which aid the individual in producing their own

knowledge. The postmodern curriculum should challenge students to

connect history to their own understandings and values, to make qualitative

inquiries, and to empathize with multiple viewpoints. It should emphasize

"ongoing reinterpretation, the primacy of subjective experience, the indis-

^^ Linda W. Rosenzweig and Thomas P. Weinland, "New Directions for the History

Curriculum: A Challenge for the 1980s;' Histoiy Teacher 19, no. 2 (February 1986), 273.

^5 Marker and Mchlingcr, "Social Studies," 845.

^^ Rosenzweig and Weinland, "New Directions," 272. See also Rodney M. White, "An

Alternative Approach to Teaching History," OAH Magazine of History 8, no. 2 (Winter

1994), 58.

^^ Slattery, Curriculum Development, 38.
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solubility of meaning and context, the social construction of knowledge, and

the interdependence of events within time and place. "^^ Heritage education

may be in an excellent position to be responsive to some of these goals.

Ibid., 35.
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IV. The Role of Heritage Education Programs in the Postmodern
Curriculum

As discussed in Chapter Two, heritage education programs -- those pro-

grams that use historic sites and artifacts for teaching history ~ have devel-

oped somewhat haphazardly throughout the United States in the past few

decades, with little coordination among them. Nonetheless, it is probably fair

to say that these programs share at least two general goals. The first is to uti-

lize tangible historic resources, such as buildings, neighborhoods, landscapes,

and artifacts, to teach history and other disciplines. The second is to encour-

age the greater appreciation, utilization, and stewardship of those resources. ^^

In addition to these two overreaching goals, there are two distinct

approaches to teaching with tangible historic resources as part of the elemen-

tary and secondary school curriculum. The first approach is to teach about

the resource itself. This approach would include, for example, teaching chil-

dren to identify elements and periods of historic architecture, to understand

the planning and physical development of communities, and to become cog-

nizant of the role that all citizens can play in shaping and caring for those

communities.^° The second approach is to utilize tangible historic resources

*' These two goals are specifically stated, for example, in the Bureau of Land Management's

brochure for its heritage education programs. BLM's educational goals are to "use the vast

historic and archaeological resources under the custody of the Bureau of Land Management to

support the education of America's children," and to "strengthen children's sense of personal

responsibility for the stewardship of America's cultural heritage." See Bureau of Land
Management, U.S. Department of the Interior, Adventures in the Past: Heritage Education,

one-page brochure, [1993]. (Sec Appendix A.)

^'^ For example, the Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage distributes

classroom materials and conducts "Heritage Hikes" in order to "help children become visually

aware and to care for their city and neighborhoods." See Foundation for San Francisco's

Architectural Heritage, "Heritage Hikes Teachers' Workshop," one-page photocopy, 1995.

(See Appendix A.)
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as a hands-on tool through which to learn about a number of disciplines,

including history, math, art, language skills, science, and economics.'^ Some

heritage education programs have even correlated their educational activities

v^ith the specific skills that they teach within each discipline, including obser-

vation, categorization, interpretation, description, differentiation, and infer-

ence.^2

These two approaches are not necessarily exclusive; many programs

are likely to have aspects of both, though many appear to emphasize one over

the other. At one extreme (teaching about resources) lie those programs, for

example, that teach historic building crafts, or that teach community plan-

ning.^3 At the other extreme (teaching through resources) are programs that

utilize tangible resources to help students understand ostensibly unrelated

disciplines such as literature.^'' The diversity of tangible history programs in

^^ The Utah Heritage Foundation's curriculum emphasizes the built environment as a cultural

lens through which to study history, art, social studies, literature, city planning, and science.

See Stephen B. Smith, "Education: Expanding Heritage Education," Historic Preservation

Forum 6, no. 6 (November/December 1992), 4.

^2 The Center for Understanding the Built Environment (CUBE) has produced a master index of

objectives and skills for their "Walk Around the Block" curriculum that covers Language Arts,

Mathematics, Social Studies, Science, the Arts, Cognitive Skills, Social Skills, and Built

Environment skills. This index was created by a professional educator. (See Appendix C.)

^3 For example, an on-site program of the Washington National Cathedral teaches children

about historic building trades. Their mcdeival workshop "is a hands-on, self-directed activity

center for families." Aides are available to help, but each activity center has its own
instructions. Children can learn about such crafts as stained glass, sculpture, blacksmithing,

and stone cutting. See "In Days of Old," Blueprints 9, no. 1 (Winter 1991), 5.

An example of a community planning program is CUBE'S "Box City", a portable learning kit

that can be ordered and used by local schools and programs across the country. For example, in

Abilene, Texas, "Box City" has been used by the Abilene Independent School District in conjunc-

tion with a local planner in the City of Abilene's planning division. City of Abilene and Abi-

lene Independent School District, "Box-City Abilene Style," four-page photocopy, n.d. (See

Appendix A.)

^'* For example, a literature teacher has used the concept of aesthetic movements in

architecture to help students understand aesthetic movements in literature. The teacher

commented that literature does, after all, "involve structure and design." See Kathlyn Hatch,

Teaching With Architecture: A Casebook for Classroom and Community (Burlington:

University of Vermont, 1994), 14.
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their course offerings and their relationships with the schools is therefore

significant. In the process of developing their programs in each local setting,

tangible history educators have been guided by their resources, the mission of

their organization, the history of their region, and the interests and needs of

school teachers. In some cases, the tangible history educators are the school

teachers themselves.^^

Relative to the discussion above of curriculum theory in the 1990s, the

most striking characteristic of heritage education programs is that, despite

their lack of connection to each other or to the educational system beyond

their local schools, these programs have evolved with certain philosophies

about children's learning experiences that mirror those expressed by the

postmod-ern curriculum theorists discussed in the previous section. Similar

to the views held by the theorists, the focus of heritage education programs is

on the personal rather than the impersonal, on the particular rather than the

general, and on the local rather than the distant. The programs emphasize

hands-on, experiential learning; interdisciplinary learning; and the use of

tangible resources to provide context, to stimulate imagination, to make

connections, and to gain an "empathic" understanding of history.^^

^^ There are many programs that teach the teachers themselves to be tangible history

educators. The Vermont program documented in Hatch's book is one such program (see note 101

above).

^^ The concept of empathic understanding appears in multiple sources. See, for example. Eve

Komfeld, "History and the Humanities: The Politics of Objectivity and the Promise of

Subjectivity," in Teaching the Humanities: Essays from the ACLS Elementary and Secondary

Schools Teacher Curriculum Development Project, Occasional Paper No. 23 (New York:

American Council of Learned Societies, 1994), 113; David Seamon, "Dwelling, Seeing, and

Designing: An Introduction," in Dwelling, Seeing, and Designing: Toward a Phenomenological

Ecology, ed. David Seamon (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1993), 9-10; and

Charles S. White and Kathleen A. Hunter, Teaching with Historic Places: A Curriculum

Framework for Professional Training and Development of Teachers, Preservationists, and

Museum and Site Interpreters (Washington: National Trust for Historic Preservation,

1995), 26.
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Perhaps the very existence and growth of heritage education programs

over the past few decades indicate that, in some regards, curriculum theorists

Hke Slattery have correctly identified recent changes in American society that

have not only garnered the attention of scholarly thinkers, but have also

made themselves manifest in the rapid growth of the number of educational

programs provided for grades K-12 by organizations that were not active in

education three decades ago.^^ j,^ fact, many of the organizations themselves

have come into existence during that time period. The growth of historical

organizations and in the educational programs they provide may well be

evidence that the way Americans understand history - and the way they

believe is best to learn and teach history -- is undergoing the type of shift that

some scholars have defined as being postmodern in nature.

For example, the emphasis placed by heritage educators on the physical

environment is one of the areas that Slattery has identified as important to a

postmodern curriculum. Slattery feels that "an awareness and sensitivity

toward many environments-physical, psychological, spiritual, and social -- is

an integral part of the postmodern proposals that inform the postmodern

curriculum. "^^ Heritage educators have already responded to the perceived

need for greater physical and social awareness by encouraging the understand-

ing and appreciation of cultural resources. This effort to educate about the

importance of resources is not without parallels in modern-day America; in a

'^ The San Antonio Conservation Society claims to have been the pioneer in the field of

volunteer historic educational programs when it began teaching local history to elementary

school children in 1960. See "History Taught Through Tours," San Antonio Conservation

Society News 32, no. 3 (February 1996), 1. For a further discussion of the history of heritage

education programs, see Chapter Two.
^^ Patrick Slattery, Curriculum Development in the Postmodern Era (New York: Garland

Publishing, 1995), 224.
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similar vein, protection and awareness of the natural environment and

natural resources have garnered much attention. Resources that were once

thought to be inexhaustible and disposable are now being viewed as limited

and in need of careful management. Understanding man's relationship with

such physical resources and environments is a goal that tangible history

programs and curriculum theorists like Slattery share in common.

Another similarity between the postmodern perspective and the heri-

tage education approach is a focus on "localness," on learning environments

and strategies that draw on familiar and meaningful contexts. Doll believes

that postmodern curriculums should become "contextualist," that they be

"bound always by the localness of ourselves, our histories, our language, our

place. "^^ Heritage education focuses strongly on local environments, local

history, and local culture, providing students with the type of "contextualist"

learning experience that has been advocated in theory.

So far, however, few efforts have been made among preservationists or

educators to acknowledge the underlying similarities in philosophy between

tangible history education and current curriculum theory. Perhaps the most

comprehensive acknowledgement thus far of the potential role of tangible

history education in accomplishing school reform goals is in Charles White

and Kathleen Hunter's A Curriculum Framework for Professional Training

and Development, authored in 1995 by a professor of social studies education

and a leading heritage educator, respectively. i°° The authors concluded that

99 William E. Doll, Jr., A Post-Modern Perspective on Curriculum (New York: Teachers College

Press, 1993), 180.

^00 Charles S. White and Kathleen A. Hunter, Teaching with Historic Places: A Curriculum

Framework for Professional Training and Development of Teachers, Preservationists, and

Museum and Site Interpreters (Washington: National Trust for Historic Preservation, 1995).

This publication was produced jointly by the National Park Service and the National Trust for
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heritage education programs can be valuable allies in achieving the educa-

tional reform goals that have emerged since the 1983 release of the U.S.

Department of Education report A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for

Education Reform. In the disciplines of history, geography, and social

studies, the report recommended the use of primary source materials to

supplement textbooks, the use of innovative and multi-media teaching

approaches, a responsiveness to diverse learning styles, an emphasis on

critical thinking skills, and a de-emphasis on the memorization of facts. ^°'

White and Hunter's curriculum framework describes the role that tangible

history programs can play in fulfilling each of these goals.

White and Hunter's framework is meant to be a practical guide, how-

ever, and does not seek deeper theoretical connections between heritage

education and curriculum. Postmodern curriculum theorists would likely

perceive the current educational reform movement as a reflection of a larger

postmodern shift in historical understanding. Such theorists reach philo-

sophically beyond the reform movement's goals to discover and define the

underlying currents that inform the current transformation and struggle in

educational theory. A few of these currents will be discussed below, along

with their relevance to — and manifestation in — heritage education.

One of the themes struck upon in postmodern curriculum theory that

has relevance to heritage education programs is primacy of experience. '°2 As

mentioned above, one of the goals of recent education reform is to encourage

Preservation as a companion to the Teaching with Historic Places scries. Unfortunately,

because the framework was published in connection with Teaching with Historic Places, it

probably will not reach the full audience that could benefit from it.

101 Ibid., 9.

1^ See, for example, Slattcry, Curriculum Development, 225.
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greater use of primary sources to supplement textbook readings. Theorists

have gone one step beyond this, asserting that the learning experience itself

should have an element of primacy in addition to the primacy of the source.

One theorist, Joe Kincheloe (quoted in Slattery's book) asserts that the post-

modern curriculum must "attend... to the particular place and context of the

educative event. "^'^^ Learning with cultural resources attends to place and

context by getting students out of the classroom and into an environment

where the learning event includes seeing, hearing, touching, smelling, mov-

ing, and exploring. The learning experience becomes primary and physically

immediate, rather than being limited to the reading of secondary sources. ^"^

One heritage education program that capitalizes on the learning

potential of physical resources was begun by the University of Vermont's

historic preservation program in 1978. ^°5 jhe program trains K-12 teachers to

utilize local architectural resources in their teaching. Testimonials from

teachers that have participated in the program support the contention that

using cultural resources to study subjects such as history, geography and social

studies make the learning experience more meaningful to students. One

ninth grade teacher from Leland and Gray High School in Townsend, said

that incorporating architecture into history lessons helps to dispel the air of

103 Ibid., 26.

1^ In addition to cultural resources, of course, there are several other types of alternative

media that can engage students' attention and help the learning experience to be more
stimulating and meaningful. These arc mainly beyond the scope of this thesis, but some, such as

video and computer applications, can be used in conjunction with cultural resources to enhance

the quantity and quality of information that is conveyed. For example, the House of the Seven
Gables in Salem, Massachusetts, a non-profit historic site museum, has an interactive touch-

screen video display in its orientation center. The display allows visitors to selectively view
several professionally-produced video segments that depict reenacted events at the house, such

as the concealment of runaway slaves in the garrett. The video segments supplement the infor-

mation provided by tour guides.

^^ Hatch, Teaching With Architecture, preface.
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irrelevancy that the subject has for many students. "We're not just reading

books in history and nothing ever really happened. It's not a dead subject.

You can go out and explore it."'°^ Another participant in the training course,

an English teacher from Middlebury Union High School in Middlebury,

found that historic architecture became an important part of his teaching of

Colonial literature: "I don't think I could teach about Plimoth, the religion,

the small community, the cause, and what these people had to endure

without showing the [kinds of] structures they lived in... [The buildings] really

bring it home to them. They give life and depth to what the people wrote."^°^

Curriculum theorists who advocate the use of primary sources often

cite such sources as diaries, letters, and oral histories, but I have yet to see

mention of architecture or other physical artifacts. ^"^ Despite this omission,

in his book on curriculum theory, Slattery tacitly acknowledges the power of

historic sites and museums to make history real to the public. In a discussion

of the importance of relating history to personal experience, Slattery describes

taking his children on a trip to Vicksburg to learn about ancestors who were

in the Civil War. The climactic conclusion of his story ~ the moment at

which history is made real to his daughter and "imprinted in her psyche" —

occurs during a visit to a Civil War museum. ^"^ Although the important role

that the museum and its artifacts played in his daughter's learning experience

never finds its way—mysteriously—into Slattery's curriculum theory,

Slattery's story testifies that those very same artifacts helped accom-plish the

106 Ibid., 22.

107 Ibid., 7.

108 gyp Komfcld, for example, cites "music, art, literature, films, diaries, letters, or even court

cases" in "Politics of Objectivity," 113.

109 Slattery, Curriculum Development, 50.
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goals he sets for the postmodern curriculum. As one recent author observed,

historic artifacts and places are essential for making a connection with the

past; "remembering is essential, and the task of avoiding amnesia is much

easier when we can see the past and touch it and live with it."^^°

Another theme that appears in postmodern curriculum theory is the

concept of production of knowledge. '" The assertion is that memorization

of facts presented by a textbook or a teacher does not represent meaningful

learning, and can even prevent meaningful learning from occurring. An

emphasis on memorization also fails to acknowledge that facts, especially

historical facts, are often relative rather than absolute, and should be ques-

tioned and evaluated. Caine and Caine, authors of a 1991 book on Teaching

and the Human Brain, analyzed the human spatial memory system and

concluded that teachers, "by being too specific about facts to be remembered

and outcomes to be produced, may prohibit students' genuine understanding

and transfer of learning. ""^ Doll concurs that "we need to be trained in the

art of creating and choosing, not just in ordering and following. Much of our

curriculum to date has trained us to be passive receivers of preordained

"truths," not active creators of knowledge. "^^^

One of the benefits of heritage education programs is that they provide

an opportunity for students to discover, to analyze, and to produce their own

knowledge by looking, by researching, and by adding new information and

new dimensions to knowledge they already possess. Since architecture shapes

^^^ Dwight Young, "The Back Page: Right Here," Historic Preservation 48, no. 2 (March/
April 1996), 136.

^11 See, for example, the discussion of Joe Kinchcloe's theory of production of knowledge and
"post-formal thinking" in Slattery, Curriculum Development , 26.

^'2 In Slattery, Curriculum Development, 49.

1'^ Doll, A Post-Modern Perspective, 8.
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the world in which students live, it can serve as an excellent platform from

which to build new knowledge. Even kindergarten age children enjoy learn-

ing with architecture because of this familiarity; once they are shown how to

see shapes in buildings, they can apply that knowledge to their houses, their

school, and their neighborhood. "* They become excited about learning

because they control the knowledge, and can use it immediately in the real

world. Several of the teachers that participated in the Vermont program

praised the fact that students could exercise a certain degree of autonomy in

studying architecture. A third grade teacher in Norwich observed that "It's

right there and they can see it for themselves... It's a kind of power for them.

They don't need an adult to lecture them, or hand it to them, or show it to

them. ""5

For older students, tangible history resources provide an arena in

which to engage in what Slattery calls "qualitative inquiry" in place of quan-

titative learning. Slattery's argument is perhaps an old one in some ways ~

that it's quality rather than quantity that counts -- but I know from my own

experience in the American educational system that it is not unusual to find

quality sacrificed for quantity. As Caine and Caine noted above, being requir-

ed to memorize a large quantity of material may in fact prevent students from

producing their own knowledge. A learning environment that provides op-

portunities for individual learning experiences "will inspire students to read.

^^^ One such program that teaches kindcrgartncrs about shapes in buildings is called 'Through
the Leaning Door" at the Chrysler Museum Historic Houses in Norfolk and Virginia Beach,

Virginia. The museum offers over a dozen programs and tours for students K-12. See the

Chrysler Museum's homepage on the World Wide Web at http://www.whro.org/cl/cmhh/
intro.html.

'^^ Hatch, Teaching With ArchitL'cture, 10.
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to research, to explore, to learn, to meditate, and to expand their understand-

ing of the initial experience.""^

An example of a heritage education program that emphasizes the pro-

duction of students' own knowledge is the National Trust Junior Docents

program at Drayton Hall in Charleston, South Carolina."'' Sixth, seventh,

and eighth grade students in the docent program investigate the history and

architectural features of this 18th-century plantation house, conduct original

research in diaries and interviews, and then write their own guided tours of

the house and present them to other students and to the public. One junior

docent who participated in 1995 said that "it's much more interesting than

our other research because we weren't learning it out of textbooks. We got to

do hands-on and see it in front of our faces.""^ Not only did the information

become more real to them because of the physical site, but it also became

more real when the students were expected to discover information on their

own, analyze it, and figure out a way to present it. These are valuable skills

that will transfer to almost any subject the children study-and even more

importantly, the children will likely remember the experience and the know-

ledge for a long time to come.

A third theme in postmodern curriculum theory is a desire to inspire

empathic understanding among those who study history. Eve Kornfeld, an

educator at San Diego State University, says that empathy consists of "under-

"^ Slattery, Curriculum Development, 214.

"7 Drayton Hall is jointly owned by the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the State

of South Carolina. Educational programs are conducted by the National Trust. See National

Trust for Historic Preservation, Drayton Hall, Charleston, S.C. , one-page printed brochure.

May 1994. (See Appendix A.)

"^ Ellen Anderson, "On Tour: Students Go Public with Knowledge of Historic Drayton Hall,"

Charleston Post and Courier, 9 May 1995.
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standing the experience or situation of another, both affectively and cogni-

tively, often achieved by imagining oneself to be in the position of the

other. "^1^ According to Kornfeld, history is best understood subjectively,

rather than objectively. A subjective approach to history, leading to an

empathic understanding of the past, "would invite students, teachers, and

scholars alike to attempt a fuller range of past human experience than

objectivity would ever allow. "^^o j^ could also result in moments of what

Slattery calls "authentic" understanding—understanding that reaches deep

into the imagination and goes beyond surface recall. i^i

Heritage education programs work intuitively to accomplish this type

of understanding, to make history tangible to the student. One definition of

tangible is to be "capable of being realized by the mind;" or in other words,

capable of seeming real to the mind. 122 Heritage education programs can

make history seem real to the student -- or to be more specific, can inspire

empathic understanding of history -- by helping students imagine themselves

in someone else's place, in someone else's life. Kornfeld also believes that a

subjective rather than objective approach "promises us an opportunity to

uncover and value new kinds of historical evidence, as the old demands for

'facts' and objectivity wane."^^^ Heritage educators utilize such evidence as

the basis of their programs, using physical place and physical artifacts -- as

^'^ Eve Kornfeld, "Politics of Objectivity," 113.

^^^ Ibid. It should be noted, however, that not all educators agree with Kornfeld's implication

that the conventional, objective approach to history has outlived its usefulness. See Paul A.

Fideler, "Toward a 'Curriculum of Hope': The Essential Role of Humanities Scholarship in

Public School Training" in the same volume of essays, 119.

^21 Slattery, Cwrncu/um Development, 211.

^^ Mcrriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Tenth Edition.

^23 Kornfeld, "Politics of Objectivity," 112.
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well as role-playing and other interactive strategies — to help students ima-

gine the past on an intuitive level rather than just a factual level.

An example of a heritage education program that utilizes this approach

particularly well is Cliveden, a house museum located in Philadelphia, Penn-

sylvania. '24 Their K-12 educational programs utilize the building and other

primary sources to help build interpretive skills. Students in grades K-3 can

become "history explorers for a day," learning how to read an object in the

same way that a text can be read. Students grade 5-8 can participate in a pro-

gram in which they are assigned several primary source materials—such as

documents, objects, buildings, and landscapes—to learn about a specific person

in the past. The students conduct their own research, compile a biography of

their assigned person, and then give a brief dramatic presentation "to bring

their character to life."^-^ A third program, for children of all ages, examines

two historic houses and then compares and contrasts the lifestyles represent-

ed by each house. Each of these programs requires that students utilize multi-

ple resources to construct in their minds a vision of what another era or life

was like.

Although architectural and other physical artifacts have long been neg-

lected in favor of literary sources, which yield information that is more easily

accessible, the study of architecture can nevertheless yield crucial historical

and cultural understanding. However, thoughtful analysis and interpreta-

tion are necessary to impart such understanding, and even then the success of

^^'^ Cliveden is administered by Cliveden, Inc. and owned by the National Trust for Historic

Preservation. National Trust for Historic Preservation, Cliveden, Philadelphia, Pa., one-

page printed brochure, March 1993. (See Appendix A.)

^^^ National Trust for Historic Preservation, "Cliveden is a History Lab For Your Class!" one-

page photocopy, n.d., received by author 29 November 1995. (See Appendix A.)
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such programs might not be measurable using traditional assessment prac-

tices. Until alternative assessment methods are developed that accurately

reflect the success of non-traditional educational approaches, the effectiveness

of heritage education programs can continue to be judged only by those who

have experienced the programs' value first-hand: the teachers and the stud-

ents themselves. The authors of Children and Architecture may have expres-

sed it best when they said in 1932 that they

... are convinced of the efficacy of this means of instruction, but

can not produce scientific data to substantiate their conclusions.

The changed reactions of the children, the growth in study hab-

its, the joy and satisfaction in work, the increased power to think

~ these are the kinds of evidence which the authors advance to

justify their strong convictions, knowing, however, that they are

not and can not be reduced to specific scores, quotients, or scales.

In spite of the lack of scientific confirmation, the authors are

nonetheless confident that an activity program ... can be one of

the most satisfactoy means of providing a genuine situation in

which learning is effectively accomplished. ^^^

Teachers in the University of Vermont's program have similarly expressed

their satisfaction with teaching with architecture; they found that it increased

the enthusiasm and interest of their students, and also increased the ease

with which students learned various subjects. ^^7 Another high school educa-

tor, Catherine Young, wrote in 1994 about her experiences teaching with arch-

itecture in Washington, DC, and was enthusiastic about her students' respon-

ses. ^28 Lii^e lYiQ teachers writing in 1932, Ms. Young had no statistics to back up

'2^ Emily Ann Barnes and Bess M. Young, Unit of Work: Children and Architecture (New York:

Columbia University Teachers College, 1932), xvi.

'2'' Hatch, Teaching With Architecture, 9-10.

128 Catherine A. Young, Constructing Buildings, Bridges, and Minds: Building an Integrated

Curriculum Through Social Studies (Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 1994).
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her beliefs -- only the real stories of students for whom studying architecture

had made a difference in their learning.
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V. The Future of Heritage Education

As educational reformers continue to grapple with the many problems

and issues plaguing American education -- problems that are perceived by

some theorists as being postmodern in nature -- heritage education might be

able to support and benefit from the new curriculums and revised learning

approaches that evolve during this process. As discussed in the previous

chapter, teaching with tangible, historic resources has a significant potential

for achieving postmodern learning objectives, especially in history and the

social studies. The popularity and prolificity of historic sites, museums, and

historical and preservation organizations reflect a booming national affection

for tangible history at the local as well as national level. The success of these

sites and organizations may well represent what postmodern thinkers per-

ceive as a shifting understanding of history and of mankind's relationship

with the past. If so, heritage education has the potential to play a very impor-

tant role in exploring and understanding the past from a postmodern perspec-

tive.

In many ways, however, heritage education is still in its infancy. It has

been embraced enthusiastically at the local level, but the quality and fiscal

stability of many programs has been uncertain. The number of elementary

and secondary school teachers who have access to quality heritage education

programs, or who are able to take advantage of them, is relatively small.

Even where quality heritage education programs exist, many teachers are

unable to utilize them due to lack of funding or overreaching demands on

their time. If heritage education is to successfully meet the challenges and
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opportunities that may emerge in the postmodern curriculum, there need to

be several advances made in the relationship between our educational sys-

tem, our school teachers, academic historians, heritage educators, historical

and preservation organizations, and others who have a stake in the heritage

education process. Only time will tell if educational trends, social trends, and

public policy will coalesce in such a way that these relationships develop.

While the diversity of local heritage education programs has some-

times been praised ~ programs are often individually-tailored to meet the

needs, interests, and resources of particular people and places ~ it has also

been observed that the lack of coordination and information exchange bet-

ween local programs and educators, as well as the lack of national preserva-

tion or education policy related to heritage education, is detrimental to these

programs' ongoing professional development, financial stability, and ability

to satisfy school curriculum requirements. '^^ Without consistent networking

opportunities, developmental guidelines, program standards, or state or

national policies, the quality, size, and focus of heritage education programs

varies widely. They suffer from inadequate funding and staffing, and too

often ~ as has been the case at the National Trust for Historic Preservation ~

heritage education initiatives are launched when interest and funding are

available, but then are discontinued within a short period of time.

The quality and longevity of heritage education programs also depends

on how adept they are at identifying and soliciting the aid of appropriate and

interested members of the community. For example, if a heritage education

provider is located in the same town or city as a university, that university

12^ Ad Hoc Committee on Elementary-Secondary Education, A Heritage at Risk A Report on

Heritage Education (K-12) (National Council for Preservation Education, 1987), 4, 15.
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may well be able to provide vital expertise and volunteers from the fields of

history, architecture, or historic preservation. The Historic Preservation

Information Service at the University of South Dakota produces heritage

education programs in collaboration with local historical societies, certified

local governments, the Vermillion School District, the Army Corp of Engi-

neers, and the Historic South Dakota Foundation (a statewide non-profit

preservation organization). '^o Heritage educators can also work directly wdth

preservation groups, libraries, museums, local government, or local profes-

sionals in related fields. They may even be able to initiate programs that re-

sult in real work being done in the community, resulting in tangible benefits

for both the students and their historic environment. One example of such a

program is in Wilcox, Arizona, where a fifth grade class became involved in

preservation in a very hands-on way: by actually performing their own rest-

oration work. One project was the interior repainting of one of the town's

oldest residences. The students became so well known for their work that

community representatives began to present potential projects to them at

meetings, and the students voted on which projects to accept. ^^i

Heritage education programs should not, however, fall into the trap of

promoting experiential learning at the expense of reading and research. A

quality program integrates classroom learning with on-site learning, and pro-

vides written materials that maximize students' cognitive, as well as experi-

ential, learning experience. One educator cautions that "an overemphasis on

experiential learning in heritage education, to the minimization or even

^30 From unpublished survey conducted by author, survey response received from the Historic

Preservation Information Service, 25 November 1995.

^^^ David Weitzman, "What Schools Don't Teach," Historic Preservation 40, no. 5 (Septem-

ber-October 1988), 59-60.
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exclusion of printed learning materials, is inevitably anti-intellectual and

miseducative."^^^ For these reasons, the quality of heritage education pro-

grams as a whole would likely benefit from the establishment of generally-

accepted standards for teaching and interpretation, which could then possibly

be extended to some type of accreditation process. Such standards, however,

should simply encourage excellence in scholarship and approach, rather than

stifle the creativity and local individualism of heritage programs.

Creating standards and developing relationships within communities

could also help to raise educators' awareness of what heritage education has

to offer. Currently, many of the successful local collaborations between heri-

tage educators and schools rely on the interest of a few teachers. If those

teachers should happen to leave, the collaboration may not survive. Many

teachers are probably not even aware of available heritage education pro-

grams, because there is no standard source of information dissemination, and

most programs cannot afford to promote their programs heavily. As a result,

many students and schools never have the opportunity to study with artifacts

or sites.

Even teachers who are already interested in heritage education may

have difficulty integrating such programs into their coursework for a number

of reasons. One is simply the extraordinary demands of time and energy

placed on teachers by the current educational system. ^^3 poj- teachers to ex-

pend extra effort and time to become familiar with local heritage education

^^2 John J. Patrick, "Heritage Education in the School Curriculum: Defining and Avoiding the

Pitfalls," Historic Preservation Forum 6, no. 1 (January/ February 1992), 13-14.

^^ John Arcvalo et al., "Obstacles Teachers Confront: What Needs to Change," in Historical

Literacy: The Case for History in American Education, ed. Paul Gagnon and the Bradley

Commission on History in Schools (New York: Macmillan, 1989).
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programs, integrate the heritage education program into the curriculum, and

schedule the field trip activities, may be difficult to impossible. While such

obstacles exist, it will continue to be difficult to develop w^idespread utiliza-

tion of heritage education programs.

Teachers are not only overwhelmed by demands on their time, but are

also burdened by the sheer quantity of material they are expected to cover in

their classes. A high school history teacher, for example, must often cover the

entire history of the United States in a single yeari34 — a feat that cannot be

easily accomplished no matter how quickly the material is covered, and

without opportunity to explore specific topics and periods in depth. Heritage

education requires extra time, as noted above, and is probably not very effec-

tive when shoehorned into a hasty schedule. Supporters of reform in history

education would like to see an end to the hasty survey course, arguing that

the coverage of centuries worth of material is not conducive to learning.i^s

Some significant changes may be on the horizon for public education, if

public dissatisfaction becomes powerful enough to overcome the inertia and

bureaucracy of the school system. In California, for example, a new social

sciences framework has already incorporated many of the recommendations

embraced by reformers. ^^^ The framework recommends, for example, that

'^ Paul Gagnon, "A Look at the New California Framework: Turning Point for Social Studies

Reform?" American Educator 12, no. 3 (Fall 1988), 36.

135 gpg "Building a History Curriculum: Guidelines for Teaching History in Schools," in

Historical Literacy: The Case for History in American Education, ed. Paul Gagnon and the

Bradley Commission on History in Schools (New York: Macmillan, 1989), 23; and also the

National Center for History in the Schools, National Standards for United States History:

Exploring the American Experience (Los Angeles: National Center for History in the Schools,

1994), 14.

^36 California Department of Education, History-Social Science Framework for California

Public Schools, Kindergarten Through Grade Twelve (Sacramento: California Department of

Education, 1988). Sec also Paul Gagnon, "A Look at the New California Framework," 38-39.
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three years of United States history be taught during grades five through

twelve, rather than just one. It also includes one year of state history. If

implemented in the schools, such a course of study could pave the way for

new learning opportunities such as those offered by heritage education pro-

grams. In fact, the framework specifically recommends the utilization of non-

text and non-classroom resources in addition to traditional textbooks and

primary texts. ^^^ Since so much time in the California social sciences curricu-

lum can now be devoted to history, more time can be spent by teachers on

each topic, and a greater depth of inquiry can be undertaken. It is under such

conditions that heritage education could be particularly valuable to the educa-

tional process.

Another problem faced by teachers is the lack of available funds for

field trips or the lack of school backing for trips. In some cases, schools simply

do not put a priority on field trips because of the cost or because of the per-

ceived unimportance of such trips. In Houston, for example, the school sys-

tem recently restricted teachers to one field trip per year. A restriction such as

this could have severely limited the access that students have to the cultural

and historic educational programs of their community. Fortunately, in Hous-

ton, the worst did not come to pass. Concerned historic and cultural organi-

zations met with school representatives to develop better educational pro-

grams that met the school's curriculum requirements. The school system

137 According to the authors, "This framework supports a variety of content-appropriate

teaching methods that engage students actively in the learning process." It recommends
visiting museums and historical societies, studying changes in communities over time, and using

primary sources such as historical photographs, maps, and newspaper articles. See California

Department of Education, History-Social Science Framework , 7, 42.
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agreed that visits to programs that met curriculum requirements would not

be limited, being classified as out-of-class schoolwork.'^s

In addition to budgetary cutbacks and culling of "nonessential" activi-

ties by school boards, another impediment to taking field trips is the potential

difficulty in scheduling trips during the school day, especially at the high

school level. The typical seven- to eight-period school schedule makes it

particularly difficult for high school teachers to coordinate trips outside of the

classroom. 139 ^ more flexible school schedule vv^ould permit teachers to

schedule special activities such as trips to historic sites.

Ultimately, the power rests with teachers to decide whether or not to

utilize heritage education programs, although state curriculums and several

other factors mentioned above can influence their choices. If teachers are

provided with easy access to good quality programs and given incentive to

use them, then both the schools and the heritage education programs could

benefit. The schools would benefit from the educational potential of tangible

historic resources, as discussed in Chapter Four above, and the heritage educa-

tion programs would benefit from increased usage and higher standards of

quality.

State approved curriculums and state legislation can increase the

potential for relationships between schools and heritage education providers.

As described above, California's social sciences framework is particularly

conducive to integrating heritage education into elementary and secondary

school courses. Some of the aspects of a curriculum that can be conducive to

138 Conversation with Ann Caspari, School Programs Coordinator, National Building Museum,
12 March 1996.

139 John Arcvalo ct al., "Obstacles Teachers Confront," 263.
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heritage education include increased number of years of required history

instruction; requirements for state or local history instruction; and suggested

use of primary sources, physical artifacts, and community resources. Curricu-

lums can even include units directly related to historic resources. Louisiana's

curriculum for social studies, for example, requires one year in the study of

Louisiana state history and geography. The curriculum guide for this eighth-

grade course emphasizes the interdisciplinary study of several social studies

subjects, and lists "historical heritage" as one of its organizing themes. The

curriculum guide includes lessons on the development of Louisiana architec-

ture, and also includes a large appendix section that gives an overviev^ of the

state's major architectural periods.

Special state legislation that promotes heritage education exists as well.

In Arizona, state legislation was passed in 1990 mandating that environmen-

tal education — which in this case includes "the relationship of humans to

their natural and artificial surroundings" — be taught in the schools.^'*" The

legislation establishes an interagency committee and task force to develop a

statewide program, requires school districts to integrate environmental

education into their curriculums, and requires the Department of Education

to work with state colleges and universities to provide teacher training. The

legislation even stipulates that the Department of Education shall receive

monies from the sale of environmental license plates to help support the

mandate. Similarly, in 1992, state legislation in Wisconsin resulted in the

creation of a three-person office of school services at the State Historical

^^ The Environmental Education Bill (HB 2675) was signed into law on June 6, 1990. See

Arizona State Parks, State Historic Preservation Office, "Heritage Education Supported with

Passage of Environmental Ed Bill," Arizona Preservation News 7, no. 3 (July 1990), 3.
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Society of Wisconsin. ^^i j^g goal of the legislation was to improve state and

local history education in Wisconsin schools. Objectives for the new office

included teacher training programs; development of new instructional

materials for fourth grade, middle school, and high school; and promoting

cooperation among historical organizations, libraries, school districts,

universities, and the Department of Public Instruction. i'*^ The bill was largely

the result of grassroots efforts by the Wisconsin Council for Local History.

State curriculums and legislation such as these not only encourage the

existence of heritage education providers, but could also result in heritage

education programs being held to higher standards of content and quality.

Once guidelines of some sort are established, whether by specific curriculum

recommendations or by legislation or by the leadership of an educational

office, heritage education providers will be able to develop and improve their

programs to meet public educational goals. More organization and collabora-

tion amongst schools and providers would result in heritage education pro-

grams that meet the needs of schools and, in turn, utilize and maximize the

particular strengths of each heritage education program. This has happened

occasionally at the local level, such as in the Roanoke City school system in

Virginia. In Roanoke City, the school department agreed to provide funding

for a heritage education program that enables all Roanoke City third graders

to visit a local historic plantation. The lesson plans for the unit, which

explore the history and architecture of the Buena Vista House, were devel-

oped jointly by the Roanoke Regional Preservation Office and the Roanoke

^^^ The State Historical Society of Wisconsin is the state historic preservation office, in charge

of state- and federally-supported historic preservation efforts within Wisconsin.
^^^ State Historical Society of Wisconsin, "THIPPS Legislation," Columns 13, no. 3 & 4 (June-

July, August-September 1992), 6.
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City school department.''*-^ Such cooperative arrangements could become

much more widespread if they were encouraged at the state level.

Even if school systems become generally supportive of heritage

education, however, teachers are still the ones who must find the time to

educate themselves about heritage education, integrate the programs into

their curriculum, and actively make the experience worthwhile for students.

Heritage education providers can go a long way in making that process easier

for teachers, by providing teacher training programs, pre- and post- visit

materials, and sufficient background materials to make teachers confident of

their role in the heritage education process. The Utah Heritage Foundation,

for example, provides an integrated package for the fourth and sixth grades

that includes teacher training sessions, two sets of slides for use in the class-

room, and a field trip. The Foundation orders buses for the trip, arranges for

guides at the historic sites, and trains parent-aids to assist with the trip.i'^

This extra effort on the part of the heritage education provider makes it much

easier for teachers to use the program. The burden should lie on the historic

site or historic organization to make their programs as accessible as possible.

Many heritage education providers do offer some type of assistance to

school teachers to familiarize them with their programs. One type of assis-

tance, teacher training, familiarizes teachers with specific heritage education

programs, shows them how to integrate heritage themes and methods into

their own teaching, and teaches them about local history and culture. For

143 Virginia Department of Historic Resources, "News from the Roanoke Regional Preservation

Office," Footnotes, no. 3 (August 1990), 2. The Roanoke Regional Preservation Office occupies

one wing of the Bucna Vista House, which is owned by the city.

^'^ Utah Heritage Foundation, "School Bells 'Ring In' New UHF Education Program,"

Heritage 24, no. 4 (October 1990), 3.
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example, the Pittsburgh History & Landmarks Foundation offers a variety of

teacher inservice programs, including "Hands-on History," "Exploring Your

Neighborhood," "Pittsburgh Heritage," and "The African-American Legacy in

Pittsburgh. "i'*5 The Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage

offers "Heritage Hike" workshops for teachers that include classroom mater-

ials, a slide presentation, a walking tour, and a historic house tour.^'*^ Other

examples of teacher training include the National Building Museum's work-

shop on teaching with the built environment;^'''' the Taft Museum's work-

shop that prepare teachers for the museum's in-school programs;'''^ and the

American Association for State and Local History's regional workshops on

"Making History With Your Community."'''^

Also helpful for teachers is the provision of a variety of pre- and post-

visit materials that not only encourage a greater depth of learning among the

students, but also provide teachers with the knowledge and confidence to

become active contributors to the heritage education process rather than pas-

sive chaperones. Such pre- and post-visit materials could include readings,

workbooks, slides, discussion questions, assignments, and suggested activities.

Pre-program materials distributed by the Salisbury Historic District Commis-

sion in Connecticut include a slide presentation and hand-outs, with sugges-

ted activities and projects for after the program. '^^ Before an educational tour

^^^ Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation, "Education Courses for Teachers, Students,

and Adults," one-page photocopy, n.d., received by author 9 November 1995. (See Appendix A.)

^^ Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage, "Heritage Hikes Teachers'

Workshops," one-page photocopy, [1995]. (See Appendix A.)

'''^ National Building Museum, "Building Learners: School Programs," multi-page printed

brochure, n.d., received by author 12 March 1996. (See Appendix A.)

^^ Taft Museum (Cincinnati, Ohio), "Educational Programs at the Taft Museum," one-page

printed brochure, 1995. (See Appendix A.)

149 History News 51, no. 1 (Winter 1996), 28.

1^ Lou V. Burgess, "Education a Major Project of Salisbury Local Historic District Commission,"
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with the Historic Staunton Foundation, students view a sUde show of local

history, and then after the tour (which includes two museums and an archi-

tectural scavenger hunt) students use primary sources such as diaries, news-

papers and maps to learn more about the history of Staunton. ^^i j^e pre-

program activities kit distributed by the Foundation for San Francisco's

Architectural Heritage comes in the form of an "Architrunk," containing

architectural elements, a slide show, a film, and books. ^^^

If getting out of the classroom is just too difficult for a teacher, resour-

ces such as traveling trunks and in-school visits from heritage educators can

make heritage education accessible even to the classroom-bound in some

areas. The State Historical Society of North Dakota's Education and Interpre-

tation Division has devised an impressive traveling trunk program that in-

troduces students to a variety of topics in North Dakota state history, inclu-

ding transportation, town life, family life, ethnic traditions, agriculture, arch-

aeology, historic preservation, and several others. Each trunk contains a

variety of artifacts, documents and photographs, along with a teacher's guide

full of information and activities. The State Historical Society of North

Dakota also produces traveling exhibits, video programs, and books that can

help increase the geographic distribution of heritage education in the state.'^

Similarly, many other organizations and individuals nationwide produce

Connecticut Preservation News (Connecticut Trust for Historic Preservation) 13, no. 5

(September/October 1990), 11.

1^1 Historic Staunton Foundation, "Seventh Graders Explore Staunton's History," The Queen

City Quarterly 17, no. 3 (August 1990), 2.

'^2 Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage, "Painted Ladies, Junior Version,"

Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage Newsletter 20, no. 5 (October-November

1992), 9.

1^3 State Historical Society of North Dakota, SEND: Suitcase Exhibits for North Dakota,

one-page printed brochure, n.d. (See Appendix A.)
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transportable resources, ranging from built environment activity books to

videos on historic architecture to computer-simulated city planning pro-

grams. i^'* These resources can be used by teachers to explore their own

communities or to teach their students about heritage education through a

variety of in-class media. The difficulty with these types of resources is that

they are not widely publicized, and there is less incentive for teachers to use

them since they come with no training or staff support.

Nearby heritage education providers can sometimes provide the

option of an in-class presentation by their staff. The Pittsburgh History and

Landmarks Foundation's educational offerings include "Portable Pittsburgh,"

a program in which a docent from the Foundation brings a collection of

historic artifacts to the classroom and gives a presentation on the history of

Pittsburgh. 155 jj^g j^f^ Museum offers an in-school program on the archi-

tecture of the historic Baum-Taft house. Through a role-playing activity,

students learn about the process of choosing a place to build, making deci-

sions about design and detailing, and translating those decisions into three

dimensions. 156 programs such as these mitigate the logistical difficulties of

field trips by bringing heritage education into the schools. However, their

impact and effectiveness is likely diminished by the lack of physical interac-

tion with an actual site.

154 A variety of such resources are available for purchase from the Center for Understanding

the Built Environment, including activity books such as Historic Preservation Education by
Gary and Michclc Olscn; a heritage education "video library" produced by Maurie Van Buren

that focuses on historic houses; and a school version of the computer program SimCity,

complete with teacher's guide. See the Center for Understanding the Built Environment,

ArchiSources educational resource catalog, October 1995.

155 Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation, "Portable Pittsburgh," one-page printed

brochure, n.d., received by author 9 November 1995. (Sec Appendix A.)

156 Taft Museum (Cincinnati, Ohio), "Taft Museum In-School Program," one-page photocopy,

n.d., received by author 9 December 1995. (See Appendix A.)
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One problem that hinders the widespread effectiveness of heritage

education is that in the seven years since the ICOMOS conference in 1989,

there has been practically no national forum for exchanging information and

ideas between heritage educators and elementary and secondary school educa-

tors. The National Trust's proposed heritage education center in Waterford,

Virginia would have coordinated and promoted heritage education activi-

ties, designed educational materials, and provided information outreach and

training programs. However, the project never came to fruition. In 1988, the

U.S. Department of Education's Educational Resources Information Center

(ERIC) agreed to include heritage education resources in ERIC's network

database for social studies education resources,i^^ but the database is only

accessible at state education agencies, state libraries, some colleges and univer-

sities, and some major public libraries. Most heritage educators would there-

fore have a difficult time finding access to the database even if they were

aware of its existence. The only other national exchange of information oc-

curs at the annual conferences and occasional regional workshops of organi-

zations like the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the American

Association of State and Local History.

In addition to the need for a central coordinator and promoter of

national heritage education efforts, there is also a need for greater collabor-

ation and information exchange within individual states and regions. The

creation of an educational office at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin,

discussed above, is an excellent example of the type of coordination that could

^^^ The database is known as the ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science

Education (ERIC/ChESS), and is located at the Social Studies Development Center of Indiana

University. Sec "Heritage Education Clearinghouse," Historic Preservation Forum 2, no. 3

(Fall 1988), 23.
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effectively reduce the isolation experienced by many heritage education pro-

grams. In some regions, the heritage educators themselves have taken the

initiative to exchange ideas and to increase their visibility and effectiveness.

For example, Kentucky's Built Environment Education Consortium repre-

sents ten organizations that are concerned with built environment and

heritage education. The consortium has hosted educational workshops on

such topics as "Art in Architecture" and "Downtown as a Classroom". ^^8

Similarly, Charleston's Heritage Education Forum is a consortium of

museums, historic sites, nature centers, and supporting institutions in a

three-county area. Founded in 1982, members of the Forum provide struc-

tured heritage education programs for school children, hold monthly meet-

ings to exchange ideas, and publish a Compendium of Curriculum Coordi-

nated Programs for teachers. The compendium describes each participating

organization's program. ^^9

The Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation runs a program that com-

bines a regional collaboration approach with a teacher-training program. In

this case, a statewide non-profit preservation organization has taken the lead

in promoting collaboration among schools and organizations at the local

level. Local school systems must apply to participate in the program, and they

must agree to collaborate with local historical societies and museums. For

each region, the Georgia Trust compiles historic resource guides and holds

158 jy,p {Qp represented groups are as follows: Kentucky Department of Education, Kentucky
Society of Architects, Kentucky Heritage Council, Kentucky Historical Society, Kentucky Arts

Council, Office of Historic Properties, Eastern Kentucky University, Kentucky State Univer-

sity, Western Kentucky University, and University of Kentucky's College of Architecture.

See Kentucky Heritage Council, "Downtown is a Classroom," one-page photocopy, [1992]. (See

Appendix A.)

159 Preservation Society of Charleston (South Carolina), "The Heritage Education Forum,"

Preservation Progress 35, no. 3 (April 1991), 1.
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summer workshops for participating teachers. In the 1993-1994 school year,

the total participation was expected to be seven different regions; the Trust

tries to ensure that the program reaches communities in all parts of the

state.i^o

Such efforts seek to overcome the challenges that individual heritage

education programs and individual teachers are faced with. Although the

creative and diversity of locally-developed programs and collaborations

should be celebrated and encouraged, programs and teachers nationwide

could benefit from additional support, guidance, and information in order to

maximize the quality, availability, and effectiveness of heritage education.

^^ Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation, "Heritage Ed. Reaches Georgia School-children,'

The Rambler 19, no. 7 (January 1992), 6; and Georgia Trust for Historic Preservation, 'Trust

Takes Heritage Education to Three New Areas," The Rambler 20, no. 1 (January 1993), 1.
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VI. Conclusion

If there is any validity to the argument presented by postmodern

curriculum theorists that western society is undergoing an irrevocable trans-

formation following the end of the modern era, then it may be reasonable to

predict that the educational system in the United States will eventually trans-

form as well to satisfy the changing needs of society. Since heritage education

programs incorporate some of the educational approaches described by theor-

ists as being appropriate to postmodern society, the very existence and popu-

larity of heritage education as a phenomena may serve as partial validation of

postmodern curriculum theory.

Since there has been substantial dissatisfaction with public education in

America in the past two decades, as evidenced by the many reports and re-

form literature of the 1980s and 1990s, it might be true that the time is ripe for

change. Of course, it might also be that this round of reform is no different

from the many others that have cyclically recurred during the whole of

America's history. However, viewed from a postmodern perspective, is it

possible that there are more critical forces at work in this particular era of

reform, and that there will eventually be the significant changes in education

that are called for by reformers? Will those changes reflect current postmod-

ern curriculum theory?

If the postmodern curriculum theorists are right, then heritage educa-

tors will have the opportunity to contribute to the formal educational process

more than is currently possible. There may be increased demand for educa-

tional programs that provide primary learning experiences with tangible
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resources, that encourage students to make connections between information

gleaned from various media, that encourage empathic understanding of the

past, that focus on local history and contextual learning, and that promote

appreciation and conservation of irreplacable cultural and environmental

resources. Heritage educators should take advantage of this era of reform to

develop relationships with educators and reformers, to be aware of curricular

reforms that will give them greater opportunities to work with schools, and

to work towards their own professional development and organizational

stability.

As noted in the previous chapter, heritage education providers nation-

wide have already demonstrated locally that creativity, collaboration, and

initiative can result in excellent programs that are responsive to school needs

and that make the most of available resources. There are, however, several

ways in which the heritage education movement as a whole, and heritage

educators individually, can continue to increase their role in school educa-

tion and increase the quality of their program offerings. First, the heritage

education movement needs an organization at its head that can initiate an ex-

change of information, provide model programs for adaptation or imitation,

organize workshops and conferences, and serve as a coordinating liason

between school administration, curriculum theorists, teachers, heritage

educators, and others. This organization should ensure that all interested

parties are aware of the latest scholarship and events related to heritage

education. This would include scholarship in elementary and secondary

education, curriculum theory, history, historic preservation, museum

interpretation, and several other related fields. The organization should
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maintain a library of such materials, catalogued and searchable via the

Internet. The organization should also produce a newsletter to disseminate

information about current events and new additions to their collection of

resources.'^'

In addition, individual heritage educators can take several steps to

maximize the impact of their programs and to make their programs more

responsive to the needs of local school educators. They should contact local

school administrators and teachers to determine what the needs of the

schools are, what their curricular requirements are, and how the heritage

program's resources (both physical and professional) can be used to the best

advantage of the educators and the students. They should also contact other

local organizations, such as universities, city governments, museums, etc., in

order to pool resources and expertise whenever possible.

Heritage educators should be aware of their states' curriculum require-

ments for K-12, especially in history and the social sciences, and know when

those requirements are tiue for reevaluation or revision. If the curriculum

requirements are going to be revised, heritage educators should lobby for

changes that will support the use of heritage education programs. Similarly,

if state legislation is pending that would support the use of heritage educa-

tion, heritage educators and others who support heritage education should

lobby for its passage. In exchange for state curricular changes or legislation

that may support heritage education, heritage educators have an obligation to

offer high quality programs in order to be consistently used by the schools.

1^1
I do not know if an existing organization is capable of assuming this role, or if a new one

would need to be developed. Funding is obviously a critical consideration, given the fiscal

failure of the National Trust's effort to establish a heritage education center.
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They should structure their programs to create the types of in-depth learning

experience discussed in Chapter Four, utilizing a variety of primary sources

and means of inquiry to inspire students' interest in the tangible artifacts of

their past while making connections with written history. Heritage educators

should create a variety of such programs for grades K-12 that will make learn-

ing with primary sources an integral part of students' ongoing education

from an early age. Just as kindergarten students begin their quest for textual

literacy with their ABC's, so they can begin their quest for visual and cultural

literacy by hearing the stories of local historic sites and learning to recognize

colors, shapes, and textures in a three-dimensional environment. Heritage

eduucators should make the most of relevent scholarship and consult with

other professionals and academics in developing lesson materials. One of the

greatest advanatages of teaching with historic resources is the opportunity to

encourage academic learning within a creative, interpretive environment.

The most optimistic result of such reforms in public and heritage

education is that history and social sciences education at the elementary and

secondary levels — as well as education in other subjects — will have improv-

ed. Students will be learning more, and will sustain their knowledge and

interest throughout their lives. They will understand and appreciate historic

resources, and will continue to use them and learn from them and teach their

children to do the same. As a society, we are becoming more aware of the

need to protect and recycle natural resources; this ethic must extend to man-

made resources, which are not regenerative. Heritage education is necessary

for instilling that ethic, and for helping students to understand ~ and perhaps
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even enjoy -- the history that is embedded in their neighborhoods and in the

many neighborhoods across the country and the world.
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Appendix A: Cited Program Brochures and Flyers

The brochures and flyers that are cited within the body of this thesis are repro-

duced below. The majority of these brochures came from organizations that responded
to a heritage education survey 1 distributed in the fall of 1995. Although the results of

the survey have not been analysed and are not part of this thesis, the information from
the brochures, flyers, and articles proved to be a valuable resource. Those that are in-

cluded here are representative of the many excellent materials that I received from organ-
izations in 24 U.S. states and territories. In some cases, only portions of brochures have
been reproduced herein, due to space limitations or unusual brochure dimensions.

(Arranged alphabetically by organization)

Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department of the Interior

Adventures in the Past: Heritage Education p. 64
Center for Understanding the Built Environment

CUBE: The Center for Understanding the Built Environment p. 65
City of Abilene and Abilene Independent School District

"Box-City Abilene Style" p. 66
Foundation for Architecture

Architecture in Education p. 70
Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage

"Heritage Hikes Teachers' Workshop" p. 73
Kentucky Heritage Council

"Downtown is a Classroom" p. 74
National Building Museum

National Building Museum p. 76
National Building Museum

"Building Learners: School Programs" p. 78
National Park Service and National Trust for Historic Preservation

Teaching With Historic Places p. 79
National Trust for Historic Preservation

Cliveden, Philadelphia, Pa p.83
National Trust for Historic Preservation

"Cliveden is a History Lab For Your Class!" p. 84
National Trust for Historic Preservation

Drayton Hall, Charleston, S.C p. 86
Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation

"Education Courses for Teachers, Students, and Adults" p. 87
Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation

"Portable Pittsburgh" p. 89
State Historical Society of North Dakota

SEND: Suitcase Exhibits for North Dakota p. 90
Taft Museum

"Educational Programs at the Taft Museum" p. 91
Taft Museum

"Taft Museum In-School Program" p. 92
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^^Sglg^tTi - Atilene-uStyle:

D*y

I. Selection o£ Landform (AdrAnfagei/DitadTaniagea)

Q Aii»ljmiai te»gr»phio*I iaaJ/arou

Q Selaoiing appropriate IsnJforBi for (he oiij

During the first session, divide the class into six groups. Each group should be given

a geographical model and asked to list the pros and cons

of their landform. The six landforms

should include: canyon, coastline,

coastal plains, folded mountains, fault

block mountains, and glacier. Each

group should be encouraged to con-

sider environmental implications, as

well as climate and economic faaors.

After each group presents their find- '•^^

ings to the class, the class should determine the landform on which their city will be

located.

II. Plannixtt and Zroninf

Q UaderiiMaJiag ike fmnctioa of

pUnner.

Q UaJeriiMaJiag planning xnoielt

tmck ot ike Grid Plmn, Radial

Plan, etc...

U Deiermining ike noning maoe

map for ike ciij

Residential

K^ Industrial

k
Cejinbricall

Following the selection of the geo-

graphic landform, a city planner should

explain the roles and responsibilities of

planners. The presentation should

include information concerning plans

used by early cities in the United States

and the rationale behind those plans.

^
CITY OF
ABLENE

Abilene
Independent
School District

(9

City of Abilene and Abilene Ind. School District, "Box-City Abilene Style" (p. 1 ot 4)
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With the assistance of the city planner, have students construct a zoning map for their

city. The students' plan should provide for connnercial, residential, industrial areas, as

well as agricultural open space.

III. N^aming £ne citj

Q Selootiag « B«aie fmr ike oiiy

The class should nominate and select a name for

their city. The students should also name any

natural features such as lakes, rivers, _„
mountains, etc... ^

Day 2

1. .A.rciii6ec£are

UaJentaading ike role el en erckiiect

Q Viewing eliJem el knildinge in ike leael eenxm^niij
Q Seeing e video ekoni Frenk Herd Wrigki

An architect from a local firm will explain the role of an architect

to the students. The architect should present hands-on activities which
will enable students to develop generic floor plans and provide

opportunity for students to share their final produa with the class.

A series of already cut-out rooms which can be rearranged by the

students will allow the students to organize a schematic floor plan.

Show slides of buildings in the local community, focusing

on the components of commercial properties

such as signage, entrance/exits, parking,

etc... Conclude the session by showing

students a video of Fallingwater, the

outstanding house designed by Frank

Lloyd Wnght.

City of Abilene and Abilene Ind. School District, "Box-City Abilene Style" (p. 2 of 4)
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II. Selection of CommerciAl Buildinga tor tne ciij

Q Doiarauaing aeoatmrnrj lad'aeMe* /ar ike aiij

Q Deterauniag 'immriti Mitr^oiioat t»T ike eitj

The students will brainstorm a list of the commercial and

industrial businesses needed in their city. The students

should keep in mind the businesses that are necessary for

everyday living. The students should also include those

businesses which might attract people to visit their city and

those that will be advantageous to the community, based on

the chosen landform.

III. C\a»» auction
Q DoiarMaimg mwaerikip •/ imtiauitat in ika city

Hold a class auction to determine who will construct the commercial and industrial

buildings in the city. Students will be "purchasing" the right to construct the btjsiness

they acquire. (Note: The teacher may wish to establish a class monetary system before

beginning the Box City project and allow students to actually earn and save money for

the auction.) Each student should be allowed to purchase a maximum of two or three

businesses, depending on the number of students in the class. Not included in the

auction will be a personal residence which each student will also construct. The build-

ing sizes should be given to the students for each building, this will eliminate any

problems with buildings fitting into the city, and any conflict of scale.

Days 3-4

Conatruction of iVlodels

a Utiag irtliing ioolt

LI Bmilaing «aa Maaetnoliag ntodelM

In order to facilitate the building of models for the city, orient the students to the

correa use of drafting tools. Supplies for making the models should include drafting

scales, pencils, and poster board for each stu-

dent. After students construct their models, they

should decorate them using their creative inge-

nuity. The use of recycled materials should

definitely be encouraged.

City of Abilene and Abilene Ind. School District, "Box-City Abilene Style" (p. 3 of 4)
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IS Day 5
I

I. SimalAtion of Ciij Council AIee£ing

Q Er*Im*iiat »ppr9fri*ta pl*oo^en( o£ imiliingi

a E»UlU*kint ike finiikai eUj

During the final session, have sradents participate in a mock city council meeting to

determine the placement of buildings in the city. Select three students to serve as city

council members and have the city planner or teacher serve as a mayor. The mayor's

purpose is to facilitate the proceedings and determine the order of building placement.

It is important not to inform the students of the order ahead of time. This will compel

them to plan ahead as well as react to current decisions. The remaining students shotild

serve as the public. After

receiving input from the public,

the city council will approve or

deny the requested placement.

If denied, the city council will

vote to determine the building's

final location. After the council

members have made three

decisions, three new council

members should be selected so

that everyone in the class gets

to serve on the city coimcil.

^/^ ^ ^^ r\ ^^ r^ r\

City Council

Day 6 (Optional)

Puolic R.ela£iona for Box C'xij

Q Viewiat of ike projeci kf ike pmreati and oommanit^

Q Recofniming excellence ia (ke orgeaiMeiioB tad creAiion mf ike 0H7

After the cities are established, arrange for a public viewing of the project. If several

classes construct cities, local planners and/or city council members can evaluate the

cities according to selected criteria. Organize a special ceremony for the purpose of

recognizing the student's work. Prizes can be awarded for the best cities as well as

individual models.

City of Abilene and Abilene Ind. School District, "Box-City Abilene Style" (p. 4 ot 4)
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San Francisco Heritage

HERITAGE HIKES
TEACHERS' WORKSHOP

Explore children's lives in the late 19th cenauy and ojmpaie them with today's lives.

• Study history ty looking at architecture and arti&cts.

• Help children become visuaJIy~aware and to care for thieir dty and neighborhoods.

• Learn all about San Francisco Victorians

Date: Saturday, October 21, 1995

Time: 9:00 TO 2:30 - Luncii is included

Where: Haas-Lilienthal House

2007 Franklin Street (between Washington &Jackson)

There is street paridng only. The House is within two

bloclcs of stops on the foUowing Muni lines:

#1. 19, 27, 42, 47, 49. 83.

Workshop Includes:

• Slide lecture by Judith Lynch, a first grade teacher and one of San Francisco's

leading experts on Victorian architecture. Receive a free copy of her

book, Victoria's Legacy.

• Walking tour of historic Pacific Heights

• A doceru-Ied tour of the Haas-Lilienthal House
• Introduction to classroom rT,^f^rial< and activities

There will be a fee of $10.00 for materials payable to San Frandsco Heritage.

Mall your check to:

San Francisco Heriuge

2007 Franklin Street

San Frandsco, CA 94109

Deadline for ReglstraUon is October 16th, 1995

R.S.V.P. Stada, 441-3000

wofooBa} rrTBI rauouTioN KB uj« fSAMCBCir* AacnmcnXAl

Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural Heritage, "Heritage Hikes Teachers'

Workshop" (p. 1 of 1)
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DOWNTOWN IS A CLASSROOM
A Hands-On Workshop for Kentucky
Main Street Pi-ogram Managers and

Teachers
|

The Kentucky Heritage Council coordinates the Kentucky Main Street Program.
Based on the need to preserve not only the historic buildings but also the economic
vitality of Kentucky's downtown business districts , the Kentucky Heritage Council
developed the Main Street Program to assist communities in revitalizing their
downtowns . The program uses techniques of economic restructuring and promotion
along with historic preservation. It is a comprehensive approach to this issue based
on a national model developed by the National Trust for Historic Preservation and
now being implemented in 33 states.

There are currently 29 communities in Kentucky participating in the Main Street
Program. Since the program began in 1980, their combined local efforts have led to

497 building renovations, the creation of 2,896 jobs, and the establishment of 887
new businesses. The programs have leveraged private investment of $192,513,000
in these 29 downtowns.

Each pajrticipating city is required to have a governing board aind hire professional
staff to administer the local program and monitor activities in the downtown. The
Heritage Council offers considerable training for both the Boards and the staff of

these local programs, including quarterly training sessions. For the next quarterly
training program the Kentucky Built Environment Education Consortium will sponsor
a workshop to highlight how a local Main Street Program can introduce the downtown
to local schools.

Downtown la a Classroom is scheduled for August 13-14, 1992 in Western Kentucky
at Kenlake State Resort Park. Local Main Street Managers will invite a local teacher
to attend this workshop with them to explore educational opportunities available in

Kentucky's downtowns . The teachers will be introduced to resources and activities

that will involve students in looking at the buildings in the downtown. A Resource
Exhibit will be set up for teachers and coordinators to review available resources.
Each participating teacher will receive a set of resource materials . Flexible inservice
credit may be available, subject to local approval. The Main Street managers will be
briefed on the Kentucky Education Reform Act and how to "package" and "sell" the
educational potential of their downtown to educators in their community.

Local Main Street Program Coordinators are encouraged to invite a teacher from their

community to attend the August meeting with them. The intent is to introduce the
teachers and the coordinators to the educational opportunities in their downtowns.
Coordinators will be briefed on elements of the Kentucky Education Reform Act and
teachers will be introduced to resources and ideas on how develop interdiscipUnary
and thematic units based on the built environment . This meeting will offer a valuable
opportunity for the teachers and the .Main Street Program Coordinators to plan for
activities that will involve students in learning more about their community.

The Built Environment Education Consortium will coordinate the workshop. Main
Street Coordinators should recruit an elementary classroom teacher (1st - 5th grade)
to come to this workshop with them. Contacts can be made through the principals
of the elementary schools or through the local Board of Education office.

Kentucky Heritage Council, "Downtown is a Classroom" (p. 1 of 2)
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Kentucky's Built Environment Education Consortium

This Consortium was formed in January 1990 to bring together representatives of
various organizations in Kentucky that were interested in education and buildings

.

The represented groups include:
Kentucky Department of Education,
Kentucky Society of Architects

,

Kentucky Heritage Council,
Kentucky Historical Society,
Kentucky Arts Council,
Office of Historic Properties,
Eastern Kentucky University,
Kentucky State University,
Western Kentucky University, and
University of Kentucky's College of Arciiitecture.

Architects and teachers from across the state gathered at Shaker Village of Pleasant
Hill in September 1990 for the first Built Environment Education Workshop sponsored
by the Consortium. The Consortium sponsored two workshops in 1991 aind has two
workshops scheduled for 1992: "Art in Architecture" in Jxily at the University of
Kentucky and "Downtown as a Classroom" in August in conjunction with the
Kentucky Main Street Program.

Kentucky Heritage Council, "Downtown is a Classroom" (p. 2 of 2)
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THE WOULD we build for ourselves

-

from our homes and offices and facto-

ries to our parks, our roads, our cities

as a whole - is the subject of the National

Building Museum, the only institution in the

Lnite<l States deflicate<J to American achn

ments in architecture, urban planning, lon-

struction. engineenng and design.

Created by an act of Congress, the Museum

presents permanent and lemporarv exhibitions;

collects artifacts of design and constructinn;

publishes books and an awanl-winning jour-

nal. Blueprints: and offers a wide vanetv of

proi^ranis. From workshops tin building crafts

to tours of landmark buildings and construc-

lifin -.lies, xs well a.s films, lectures, concert

enes and symposia, these programs delight

and cdui-ate students, families and adults.

On permanent display at the Museum is

the interactive. han<ls-on exhibition

National Building Museum, National Building Museum (excerpt, p. 1 of 2)
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SvmJ>ol and City

WiLfhin^ton: Symbol and City, presenting a

comprehensive look al the growth and devel-

opment of the capital of the United States.

Offering a singular overview of the city's

monuments and neighborhoods, as well as

its historically important urban plan, the

exhibition is a perfect first stop for visitors

to Washington.

Also on permanent display is the exhibition

The FerLsion Building, focusing on the

Museum's historic home. Designed m 1881

by civil engineer and U.S. Army (general

Montgomery C. Meigs and completed in 1887.

the Pension Building was originally built to

house the Pensi<m Bureau and was later

iM-cupied by many government agencies. Once

ihreatened with demolition, the building is

now acknowletlged to be an engineering mar-

vel. An ingenious system of windows, vents

and (i[>en archways creates the famous Great

Hall, a reservoir of light and air. The impres-

sive Italian Renais.sanie ilesign, with its cen-

tral fountain and eight <'olussal Connthian

columns - among the tallest interior columns

in Ihe worl.l - has also ma.le the (;real Hall j

sought-after spot for gala events, including

many Presidential Inaugural Balls from 1885

until the present day.

\ continuous series of temporary exhibi-

tions - close to fifty have been mounted since

the Vluseum opened in 1985 - explores how

buildings influence our lives and invites visitors

to think about how and whv we build. World

War II ami the \mencan Dream: How Wartime

Building Changed a \atwn. for example,

looks at the most extensive building campaign

in U.S. history and examines the effects of

the war on the material dreams and aspirations

of Americans. TixiU as Art examined even the

humblest hammer as a design object, while

Burn Again! explored the bam as a vanishing

cultural icon in the .Amencan landscape.

Celebrating the men and women who have

built the United States, shining light on the

art and craft of construction, and revealing

the how and whv of good design, the National

Building Museum is America's advocate for

impniving the ijuality of the built environment.

A private, nonpnitit institution, the

National Building Vluseum relies on the sup-

(Hirt of individuals, corporations and founda-

tions for its operating funds.

-,„ ll.ilt ,„ Ihr II I ll.ul .. Il.mmr, ,^,

National Building Museum, National Building Museum (excerpt, p. 2 of 2)
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Teaching with Historic Places uses

the buildings, sites, distncts. .-itructures.

and objects in our surroundings as

documents of our historical

experiences and cultural expressions.

Teachers can use histonc places to ennch
history, geography, social studies, and other

subjects in the school curriculum. They can
use historic places to integrate instruction across a

numtwr ol disciplines.

Students can investigate and interpret the historical and
cultural significance of places in tfieir community.
.Abstract concepts and broad issues they study in

textbooks are transformed into tangible realities and
intriguing stones about their everyday world. Students
can also explore faraway places and discover the

connections between these places and their own
community.

Schools, preservationists, museum and site

interpreters, and others can work together to help the

community appreciate its history and culture and find

ways to take care of places that have special meaning.

Teaching uith Historic Places offers

short lesson plans that are reudy-to-

use in the classroom.

Each lesson uses a place listed in the National

Register of Historic Places to teach a topic usually

included in the social studies curriculum.

The focus of the lesson links a dramatic story of the
place to larger themes, issues, and events in history.

illMU

\amL ^^v would someone build u i>as \lutitin rhut Intttis Itbe u leapot
in 1922'' Places lihe itiis help iludents inienliqute finw the
automobile influenced popular culture RiMjdwav^ pmvide complex
'^

s humamus diKumenlutinn u/u cummunit\\ popular
— LraiMftI (Urflrld. WMhiB«lo* -iUIr OtTm ol

L How do mills and roads mlluence the i^iujtti nftowns and
i''lna special lesson for the 52nd Inau^nitiun m 1911.1, smdents
? Thomas Jefferson s Road 10 ihe While House in l.SIH) They

explore how trunsportapon routes in ^inimia huie chunifed s

then ~ PM«r GoMafaaa. DavdmM OMgn

Learning objectives encourage students to practice

basic and critical thinking skills.

The lesson integrates historical, cultural,

environmental, technological, and aesthetic

jjerspectives on the place.

Students investigate written and visual evidence to

determine the facts about the place and its story

Activities guide students in putting together the facts

and forming conclusions about the information

presented in the lesson.

Teachers and students are invited to explore places

in their own community that relate to the 1

The lesson plan can be adapted for students at

different grade levels with different interests and
abilities.

National Park Service and National Trust for Historic Preservation, Teaching With
Historic Places (excerpt, p. 1 of 4)
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Teucnw.i^ ixith Historic P'jces j'fers

pnjf'essionul deuslopmen! and
technical assistance for ieachers.

preservationists, and museum and site

inteivreters.

Participants ieam to identify and select evidence that

will help them interpret the history and culture of their

community or site. They use an inquiry approach to

designing instructional materials and activities. They
learn to construct lesson plans that follow the Teaching

with Hislonc Places format.

• Training emphasizes the importance of partnerships

tjetween communities and their schools for successful

programs. It prepares local and state leadership teams

of preservationists and educators who can support

school-community partnerships

• A curnculum framework and technical assistance kit

help schools of education. State agencies, community
organizations and school districts use the Teaching milh

Histonc Places approach in graduate courses,

workshops, and curriculum development projects.

How could students construct a timeline ofttieir

nei^tiboTtUKidi tiistnryfrritn a s/rpeRcupe'.4 Teactiinit uith Histonc

Places rtuss applies the inquiry appmach to ^ttienns^ inlormation

atxml Harpers Ferry. West Virginia — Brti Boi*»d

National Park Service and National Trust for Historic Preservation, Teaching With

Historic Places (excerpt, p. 2 of 4)
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Teaciin;^ xith Historic Places teas

developed with assistance from

nationally recognized leaders in

education, preservation, and museum,

and site interpretation.

John Patnck. Indiana L'naemiv

Fav Metcall. Education Consultant Mesa \nznna

Charles Volute, (ieonje \fasan i niwmrv Virginia

rimothy Lnmmms. Gt^r^ia Slate imventtv. •Jeor^ia

Robert Carter. Sutiitnui Cnnterence oi Stale Htsionc Prpsenanon Officers

Rex Ellis. Smuhsonian Insittutmn Wta.hin^nn D C
Peter O'Connell, Old Sturttndsie VtUane. Massactiusetts

Elsie Freeman. Vunonu^ Archives and Reconis Administralion

Roberta Cupp. y^ulh Cunylina Depurtmeni of irchices und Htstnry

Frames Haley. Vulionai Council for Itie Social Snidies

Dorothy Jenttins Fields. Dade Cuunrv Schools. Honda
Rjla Koman. EJucanon Consultant Manassas. Virginia

Sandra Wetjer. Inierprvlution. MPS

Francis McManamon. Arcne»io<iKal Assistance. \PS

Rulhann Knudson, Arctterilniiical Assistance. SPS
Susan Schreiber,Wo/onf/>»)perfjtri \THP
Bucklev Jeppson./Vsernamw/Vss YTHP

MeiiHett Lavin. Dravton Hatl. VTHP

Jennifer Esler, Cliveden House. VTHP

Lbby Wiljjs, Texas-,\ew \1exico Field omce. VThP

taSrdiutinnsiiSoimi-119:)

Teaching with Historic Ptaces Staff

Carol Shull. CTiie/^ "Joiional Register oi Histonc Ptaces. \PS

Beth Boland. rtsffjnan. ^ononal Hesiislen if Histonc Places. VPS

Miinlvn Harper. Histnnan. \aiional Rei^isier >ilHiunnc Pfaces. \PS

Fav Metcall. Senes EdiUtr

Kathleen Hunter, Educati'tn Consultant

Brenda ' >lio, Prrnfrum .Assistant. Sationai Conference of State Histonc

f^sewulmn Officers

n Knife RiLvr <irrhei-iiV" ul site i

t>n(e Cuttin % puintinifs, maps und ihe rep<>\

ptikufists. rmden und •'rplnrfn ii> tjather infttrmatinn

•mpiexitv 'il the Hidutsa und Mundun viUoifCi m itie /.*<i

To order
ft^ucttini^ with Histtm

js.sislance inalenals

For more informallon on Ihe prof^ram. wrile:

Trachrnii with Hisl.iric Places. .NRHP

National Park
I, Box {7IJ7. Suite riO

W,ishmiilon, DC JOlir^TI

ciy\i) M:r\)'=\:\^\

Teaching iiith Histonc Places

lessons, kits, and technical assistance

materials provide easy-to-follow

guidance for developing lessons

about places in your community.

uovE. The Lninn Avenue Commerciai District in Pueblo. Coiorado

IS one of ttie most common types of fxtstonc ptaces in a communirv

a downtown centrui fmstness district — Skm Maarti

Contact the state histonc preservation office or

National Rei^ister of Histonc Places to identify the

historic places in your community and obtain

information on these places.

Select a place that fits with a topic in the history or

social studies curnculum taught in the school, such as

the westward movement. World War I. or the Great

Depression.

-Ask locaJ historians, libranans. archivists,

preservationists, and museum curators to help in

finding additional information about the place used m
the lesson.

Prepare a lesson that could be used across several

grades and subjects Include;

a dramatic lotroduction that engages the interest

of teachers and students and links the place to

state, re'.;i()nal. ojid national history

challenging Objectives that strengthen students

critical thinking skills in an in-depth exploration ot

a place m their community

wntten and visual evidence about the place that

students can anaJyze to Determine the Facts.

learning .sctiviiies that encourage students to Put

It .\JI Toijether — using the int4)rmation they navr

:.^atherrd ii> interpret the significance ot the plat r

in thfir nimmunitv s history and culture, and to

.jeneralize what they have learned toother pl.u'-s

-ind other issues.

National Park Service and National Trust for Historic Preservation, Teaching With
Historic Places (excerpt, p. 3 of 4)
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Teaching with Hisi'.nc Places can

happen in every rumrrMnit}:

Developing Teaching with Histonc Places lessons can

enhance classroom instruction, and can become part of

a larger effort to interpret a community s history and

culture for those who live and work there, and for

visitors.

Involving young people in researching, interpreting,

and taking care of ttieir community environment helps

them develop life-long habits of community service.

Understanding the importance of places to a

community s heritage can influence planning for the

community's future,

Building partnerships among teachers, students,

and community and civic leaders can nurture creative

approaches to working towards shared goals.

mow Si Louis students team tiitu. a familiar landwurk lintis local

tlislory to national events In the l^h cennjry ttie coarttiouse was tfi>

ffaltienn^ place for pioneers moiinn iLestwurd, and (tie selJini^ for

Dred Scott's le^l efforts In ^in his family 5 freedom fmm slauery

cmra; West End Htsrnnc

District Winslon-Salem.

\iirttl Caniiina

National Park Service and National Trust for Historic Preservation, Teaching With

Historic Places (excerpt, p. 4 of 4)
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CLIVEDEN was built as a summer

home, and this gracious eighteenth

century manor house is still at its

best during the summer months. But

the sixacre estate, m the heart of

one ot Philadelphia's oldest

neighborhoods, has vear-round

appeal.

Built tor Beniamin and Elizabeth

Chew. Cliveden was completed in

1''67 alter four years ot labor. The

house IS a classic example ot the

Georgian style, adapted to make the

best use ot local materials and

craftsmen. Chew was a wealthy

lawvet as well as the last crown-

appointcd Chief lustice of

Pennsylvania, with a large family

and a public position to uphold.

Chew's fortune and public life

helped shape Cliveden's elegant and

formal design. The walls, of local

gray stone some two feet thick, were

built to withstand Philadelphia's

damp, chilly winters No one could

have predicted that they would also

withstand the chill winds of war.

In October of 17^7, George

Washington's battle strategy to

recapture Philadelphia from the

British called for an assault on the

little community of Gcrmantown to

the northwest of the city British

soldiers encamped in the

neighborhood took over lustice

Chew's new stone house, turning

Cliveden into a fortress that

withstood fire, musket and cannon

balls. Even today, visitors can see

the scars of American bullets both

inside and outside the house

In 1972, more than 100 years after

It was built, descendants of

Beniamin Chew turned Cliveden

over to the National Trust tor

Historic Preservation. Along with

the house, the family donated

tumishings, decorative arts, and

paintings which represent some of

the finest products of American

craftsmen over two centuries.

Artists like lohn Wollaston, Robert

Edge Pine, and Edward Lamson

Henry, craftsmen like Thomas

.\ttleck and lonathan Gostelowe.

and other less well-known, but still

impressively talented crattsmen, are

all represented here. Adding to the

site's historic value is a collection of

200,000 manuscnpts that document

lite at Cliveden for over 200 years.

The historic mansion is set within

a six-acre park landscaped with

plane trees, catalpa, and rare

"Franklinia'—discovered by

Philadelphia's lohn Bartram and

named alter still another famous
Philadelphian. Classical statuary,

including several damaged during

the Battle ot Gcrmantown, still

graces the grounds. Visitors can

stroll the property, visit our gift

shop or view the changing exhibits

on display in the restored Carnage
House reception area. Facilities tor

group luncheons are available by

advance reservation, and Cliveden is

accessible to the handicapped.

National Trust for Historic Preservation, Cliveden, Philadelphia, Pa. (excerpt, p. 1 of 1)
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(excerpt, p. 1 of 2)
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B
uilt between 1736 and 1742, Drayton Hall is one

of the finest examples of colonial arciuiecture in

America. Through seven generations of Drayton

ownership, this National Historic Landmark has

remained in nearly original condition and is the

only Ashley River plantation house to survive the

Civil War intact. Its unique state of preservation and
rich, handcrafted detail otfer visitors a rare ;^impse of

a bygone Southern way of life.

Scttlmt; m Carolina in 1679, the Draytons
became one ot South Carolina's most disnnguishcd

families. In 1738, lohn Drayton, a young planter,

purchased land next to his tather's plantation, now
known as Magnolia Gardens. .\Jter tour years of

construction by European- and Atnean-Amencan
crattsmen, Dravton Hall became the center of

lohn's plantation operations.

The architect or master builder responsible

tor Drayton Hall's unusually sophisticated

Ccorgian-Palladian design is still unknown,
however, the house's features closely match
architectural concepts sweeping Britain after 171,S

The style is characterized by the classical use ot

order, symmetry, and bold detail The tw(j-story

portico IS believed to be :he rirst of its kmd m
Amenca. Native raatenals were used treelv, while

English limestone and West Indian mahogany
enhanced detail, leading one visitor m 1758 to

proclaim the house as "Mr Drayton s palace."

In spite of changing :astes. periods of disuse,

and occasional repairs, the house has hardly been
altered, and approaches the close of the ^th centurv
without rurming water, electric lighting or central

heating. Today, only improvements necessary for the

protection of the house are made.
A visit to Dravton Hail is an opportumrv to

experience fustorv. to imagine the people, white and
black, who lived and worked in a tar different time
With the beautiful house, grounds, gardens, and river

views, Drayton HAl extends to you the excitement of

discovery, a sense of timelessness, and a continuity

from generation to generation.

An accredited museum, Dravton Hal
provides a v.irictv ot educational programs
materials, coordinated with the schcK)! cur

students in grades K 12

National Trust for Historic Preservation, Draytoji Hall, Charleston, SC (excerpt, p. 1 of 1)
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Education Courses;
FOR TEACHERS, STUDENTS, AND ADULTS'
Allegheny IntermediaU Unit

For Teachers

Since 1983, the Pittsburgh History dt

Landmarks Foundation has offered

inservice coursesfor teachers in the

fall, spring, and summer through the

Allegheny intermediate Unit. Courses

are offeredfor credit on a rotating

basis by Landmarks: interested teach-

ers may call the Allegheny

Intermediate Unit at (412) 394-5761

for a schedule of current classes and

registration information.

For students

Landmarks offers one course through

the Allegheny Intermediate Unitfor

seruor high school students in the

gifted and talentedprogram. The

course, the "Architectural Apprentice-

ship. " isfor students interested in pur-

suing a career in architecture. Please

call the Allegheny Intermediate Unit

at (412) 394-5818for detaib and

registration information.

Pitt's Informal Program
For Adults

Laruimarks offers continuing adult

education courses through Pitt's

Informal Program, sponsored by

the University of Pittsburgh. Three

courses are described here: call

(412) 648-2560for details and

registration information.

All ofLandmarks* education programs

foster a greater understanding of

Pimburgh 's history and architecture,

and provide teachers with the knowl-

edge and skills needed to enrich tradi-

tional classroom curricula through a

study oflocal history and architecture.

Teacher Inservices
Can the Allegheny Intennediau Unit at

(412) 394-5761 for details and registra-

tion information.

Pittsburgh Heritage

Inservice credits: 3

Spend eight summer days exploring

Pittsburgh's past through its architecture.

Teachers participate m art activities,

treasure hunts, incline and Gateway

Qipper rides, and walking tours of

StaDon Square, Allegheny West, the

Golden Triangle, and the ethnic churches

of McKees Rocks. They become

familiar with Pittsburgh's history and

leam how to etirich the teaching of

traditional classroom curricula by incor-

porating facts about Pittsburgh's history

and art projects relating to its architec-

ture.

Pittsburgh Heritage n
Inservice credits: 2

Course prerequisite: Pittsburgh Heritage

This couTM was created in 1994 al the

request of Pittsburgh Heritage parbci-

pants who wanted to leam even more

about Pittsburgh. Through lectures, an

projects, and walking tours of Squirrel

Hill, Sewickley, and Ml Washington,

teachers fiirther explore the built envi-

ronment and leam how to use it as a

resource for enriching traditional class-

room materials.

The African-American Legacy

in Pittsburgh

Inservice credits: 2

African-Amencans have had a rich

and diverse history in Pittsburgh and

Allegheny County for over 200 years

—

yet this history is one of the most

neglected and ever-fading stones of

our region. This course combines field

trips, films, lectures, and workshop

activities to explore the Afncan-

.^^merican experience in die region and

to aid teachers in developing ways to

integrate this informanon mto existing

curricula- Usmg the Aftican-American

Historic Sites Survey of Allegheny

County as their text, participants develop

age-appropnaie classnxim activities and

research activities for use with their

students and in theu communiaes.

Hands-on History
• credits: 3

Immerse yourself in a five-day teacher

institute combining lectures by noted

Pittsburgh scholars and educators with

hands-on workshops and field trips.

The institute is designed by Landmarks

to help you develop the skills of a

'detecTjve" so you can explore the local

coinmunity with your students and use

the community as a resource for enrich-

ing traditional classnxim cumcula

Exploring Your City

Inservice credits: I

Gam firsi-hand knowledge about

Pittsburgh's architectural and historical

development through a downtown

waUang tour, histoncal slide shows,

and instruction m research techniques

and architectural styles. You will return

to the classroom with new insights to

share with students in history, geogra-

phy, social studies, and an.

Exploring Your Neighborhood
Inservice credits: 2

This course will alen you to the advan-

tages of using your neighborhood as a

"classroom" for teaching history, social

studies, an. English, and other subjects.

Leam research techniques using arti-

facts, architecture, histonc photographs,

newspapers, city directones, interviews,

and the landscape itself to invesugate

the history of your community.

Resourcesfor Education
PitUburgh History & Landmarks Foundation, One Station Square. Suite 450, Pittsburiih, PA IS2I9-I170 (412) 47)-5808/FA.\: 471-1633

Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation, "Education Courses for Teachers,

Students, and Adults" (p. 1 of 2)
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Teacher Lnservices
fcontinued)

Exploring .Architecture

Inservice credits: 2

The study of architecture is uniquely

able to address a wide range of histoncal.

technologicai. and aesthetic issues.

The purpose of this course is to intnxluce

teachers to the practical appjreciation and
application of architecture in the fields of

history, art, and saence. and to demon-
strate how a knowledge of architecture

can help students better understand and

appreciate their community. Through
readings. lectures, slide shows, consinic-

tion experiments, exercises in problem-

solving, and walking tours of downtown
Pittsburgh and Ml Washington, partici-

pants experience architecture as a cre-

abve discipline with practical classroom

applications.

Student Courses
.Architectural .Apprenticeship

Through this offering of the .Allegheny

Intermediate Unit's Humanities

.Apprenbceship Program, gifted and
talented senior high school students

interested in architectural careers learn

about fimction, structure, and appearance

in building design and try their hands at

exercises in land-use. site-planning, and

design to meet the needs of chent and

community. Students are excused once

a month from regular classes to attend

the ".Architectural .Apprenticeship."

The course consists of five monthly

sessions, each from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Students are assigned projects to com-
plete for each class.

Call the .Allegheny Intermediate Unit

at (412) 394-5818 for details and regis-

tration informaooD.

Downtown Dragons, Portable

Pittsburgh, the ''Highs and Lows
of Pittsburgh," and Private-Group
Tours

Call Landmarks' education department

at (412) 471-5808 if you would like to

learn more about our three school pro-

grams and private group tour service.

"Downtown Dragons" is a two-hour

walking tour of downtown Pittsburgh

designed especially for third through

eighth grade snidents.

During the "Highs and Lows of

Pittsburgh" walking tour, students m
grades eight through twelve learn about

urban planning principles, building

heights, and landscape elevauons as they

explore downtown Pittsburgh and Ml
Washington.

If you are not able to come into

Pittsburgh, then we will bnng F*ittsburgh

to you—through the hour-long in-school

program, "Portable Pittsburgh."

If you would like us to arrange a tour

for you in any pan of Allegheny County
featunng architectural landmarks and

local history, then call us and we will

arrange a tour that suits your interests.

budgeL time frame, and needs.

ADULT Continuing
Education
CaO Pitt's Informal Prognim at

(412) MS-2560/or details and
registration information.

Caring for Your Historic House

Any house that has had 50 or more
birthdays qualifies as '*old" and may
need special approaches to its on-going

maintenance. In this course, offered

dirough Pin's Informal Program, class

paroapants learn how to finance the

purchase or maintenance of an histonc

house, how to care for it and conserve

energy, how to landscape iu and how to

research its history. Following a series

of lectures by experts, partiapants take a

field mp to an old house and discuss the

problems and pleasures associated with

its care.

Pittsburgh's Architectural

Heritage I: Buildings of the

18th and 19th Centuries

Have you ever wondered why a building

looks the way it does? Have you ever

wanted to know more about a particular-

ly old building in Pittsburgh? Then this

lecture and walking tour, and its sequel

described below, may be of interest to

you.

In this introduction to Pittsburgh-area

architecture, class participants learn

about various architecniral styles—from

the Colomal period to Richardson

Romanesque—and they see (and tour)

some of Pittsburgh's landmark buildings

thai typify those styles. Sigmficant

buildings in Pittsburgh's history from

the Neville House m Collier Township

(c. 1785) to the .Allegheny County

Courthouse and Jail downtown ( 1 884 -

S8) are discussed.

Pittsburgh's .Architectural

Heritage D: Buildings of the

20th Century

Learn about the architectural styles of

the twenaeth century, and explore some
of the landmarl: buildings that represent

those styles. Qass discussions begin

with the Union Station downtown and

Beaux-Arts classicism and continue on

to Post-Modermsm and the PPG
Building. The work of influenual archi-

tects such as Longfellow, .Mden &
Harlow. Henry Hombostel: Frederick

G. Scheibler. Jr., Benno Janssen; and

Peter and Cornelia Beradtson are

discussed.

Pittsburgh History and Landmarks Foundation, "Education Courses for Teachers,
Students, and Adults" (p. 2 of 2)
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-WEsnus^^^
Smnmer Workshops
Offered In conjunction wtth the summer exhibition in the

Garden Gaflcry. these workshops are one-week, all-day

programs in whkJi children entertn^ grades ihree through

eight are invoWed In both short-term and oni^olng protects

nihntnartng In an exhibition organized by the workshop

participants for family and friends Combined with art

activities are visits by guest artists and field trips.

Saturday Family Programs
individual Saturday sessions are

offered with selected special exhibitions

These workshops include stomelling.

treasure hunts, and other ijaJlen."

a;ames followed by a hands-on ^^
art activity. _^

OPPORTUNniES FOR STUDENTS
AND TEACHERS

In-School Program
Tbe In-Sctaool Program la a four-segment program designed

to ocTve elenientaiy school aadlenires E^ch program

tnchidcs a hands-on art activity. The segments are devoted

to palnCtDgs, enamels, porcelalna. and Federal archt

Vohmteer docents take spedaDy designed traveling

to the claaaroom axul tntroduce worlcs of art from the

museum's ooflectlons using leproductlans and visual aids

The school visit Is fioflowcd by a trip to the museum, where
docents tour the miiseum with the students Teachers can
also conduct the school segment of the In-School Program.

(See Teachers' Workshops.)

DoDcaiUKm Program
Z>eslgDed to serve seventh graders, ihis prograi

focuses on the African-American landscape

artist Robert Scott Duncanson ( 1 82 1 - 1 872)

and ts modeled on the musexans In-Sihool

Prc^ram. The Duncanson Program has iwn

components, a school presentation with

band»-OQ activities and a museum vnsit with

spectai emphuns on the Duncanson murals

painted In about 1850 as well as a painting

by Duncanson. For the hands-on portion of

the program, students use photocopy

transfer techniques to create works ni an
from Eaxnlly snapshots and documentary
matezlala.

Artists Reaching Classrooms
(ARC)
ARC Is designed to provide high school studen

who have a rtgnm^-ant interest In art with an upporiu

Interact wtth professional artists. Art teach*

schools work wtth the project coordinator lo choose

whose works are appropriate to the InteresLs or ihetr r

as weO as have contemporary conncctlnns to ihr Taft

Museum's permanent collections. The proiinini rn< Iticl

introductory visit to the classroom by i imiscuni do* c

a combination of visits to the classroom hv ani'-is -.n;

visits to artists* studios, and docent-lrd lonrs oi ihr T.

Museums permanent
collections The program
culminates in a student e.xhibitlon

at the

School Tours
Free tours of the permanent collections and
temporary exhibitions are available by appoir

Individualized tours for specific

urrlculum areas can be developed with

staff assistance given three months
notice

Teachers' Workshops
Saturday workshops are offered twice

yearly to train teachers to conduct the In-

School Program Teachers are provided with

erlals for each program, and
videos of both the school program and the

• available for i

purposes. Teachers who complete i

aining ( an make arraiigcnic-iiL^ i

borrow the iravellng =

IS, Volunteer docents the

nth the siudcnis

Taft Museum, "Educational Programs at the Taft Museum" (excerpt, p. 1 of 1)
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THE TAFT MUSEUM
116 PIKE STREET

CINCINNATI. OHIO <5202-4293

5I3/24H)34.1 FAX:513/241TT62

TAFT MUSEUM IN-SCHOOL PROGRAM

This award-winning program which began in 1972 has grown steadily over the years and
in the 1994-95 academic year has served 25 schools and over 2,500 children. The
program is outlined below.

Painting: During the school visit, the studio materials used by 1 7th century painters are

shown to the children. The children are encouraged to touch and examine them. They
learn how raw canvas was stretched over a wooden frame and prepared for painting.

They see how minerals which provided the pigment in oil paint were ground. Color
mixing is demonstrated and through reproductions of paintings at the Taft, the children

learn about portraits and landscapes. Using modem oil paints in tubes, the children

collaborate on a portrait or a landscape for their classroom. One week later, the children

visit the museum where they have an opportunity to review what was learned in the

classroom and they are introduced to the original oil paintings, now familiar to them
through the reproductions brought to the classroom. A variety of role-playing activities |

and visual games help bring the paintings to life.
|

Enamel: The school visit is designed to introduce children to the process of making a

painted enamel. A small kiln is brought to the classroom, and the children help to prepare

and decorate a small copper disc which is fired in the kiln, and then given to the class as a

memento of the docents' visit to the classroom. A workshop environment similar to the

one that would have existed in 1 6th century France is simulated. Reproductions of the

enamels in the collection of the Taft are displayed and discussed in preparation for the

children's visit to the museum. On their visit to the museum a week later, the children

see the original enamels and review the process of making a painted enamel through
special props designed for just this purpose. There is also an opponuniry to "visit" the

paintings which they studied the previous year.

Porcelain: At the school, the children are introduced to the process of making porcelain.

White clay similar to the clay of which porcelain is made is brought to the classroom and
each child is given some of the clay to mold and work with his/her hands. The various

stages of making a porcelain cup are explored using a series of cups brought to the

OVER

Taft Museum, "Taft Museum In-School Program" (p. 1 of 2)
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classroom. The children help to paint and glaze a cup which is taicen back to the
|

museum, fired, and then given to the class as a memento when they visit the museum the
following week. The children learn how to make the Chinese symbol of long life, and in

this way are introduced to the art of calligraphy. Reproductions of porcelains in the

collection of the Taft are displayed and discussed in preparation for the museum visit. At
the museum a week later the children view the original porcelains, participate in a treasure

hunt in which they seek out certain designs on the objects, receive their class saki cup, and
hear stories and legends associated with some of the porcelains.

Architecture: During the school visit, the children are introduced to the issues and
concepts surrounding the building of the Baum-Taft house, now the Taft Museum.
Through a series of role-playing events, the class learns about selecting a plot of
land, surveying, and making choices for the architectural design and details of the

house. Two teachers act as the builder/craftsman and the man for whom the house
is being built, and engage the class in decision-making activities, resultmg in a

model of the Baum-Taft house being built before the students' very eyes. TTie visit

to the museum provides an opportunity to review what was learned in the classroom

and children are able to explore both the interior and the outside of this historic

1820 residence. Workbook activities at the museum enable the children to discover

different architectural terms and a variety of interior and exterior forms of

decoration.

Duncanson Program: designed to serve junior high school students, this program
focuses on the paintings and murals of African-American landscape anist Robert

Scott Duncanson (1821-1872). The Duncanson Program has two components, a

school presentation with hands-on activities and a museum visit with special

emphasis on the Duncanson murals painted in about 1850 as well as an easel

painting by Duncanson. For the hands-on portion of the program, students will use

photocopy transfer techniques to create works of art on fabric from family snapshots

and documentary materials. This technique was developed by African-American

contemporary textile artist Wini McQueen, from Macon, Georgia.

Taft Museum, "Taft Museum In-School Program" (p. 2 of

:
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Appendix B: List of American Delegates to 1989 ICOMOS Conference

ajMErican delegates

In its search for possible .Ajnerican participants for

the conference, US/ICOMOS looked for "doers,"

people actively involved in architectural heritage

education. .As a result, the presentations of the 33

selected delegates effectively conveyed the energy and

ingenuity that characterize U.S. programs. Although

architectural heritage education is a relatively new

concern m this country and does not receive the

government support that it does abroad, Americans

are making significant contributions to both research

and practice in the field.

Because the professional backgrounds of American

heritage educators are as varied as their institutional

Moidch Baradoo, Barailoo-Balch Architects. Ne* York. NY

Joan Barcn. Amcnca: Dy lis Children. Inc., Sag Harbor, .•ry

Wilhara Colbum. Prcscnraiion Wayne, Delroil. MI

Rolamc Copcland, Foundation for Architecture. Philadelphia, PA

Timothy Cnmmins. Heritage Preservation Program. Georgia State

Univei^ity, Atlanta, GA

Rcncc Friedman, Central Park Conservancy, New York. NY

Harmon Goodall, Conservation Services, Kinnelon, NJ

.Many Gordon, Foundation for San Francisco's Architectural

Hentagc, San Francisco. CA

Dean Or un Council of Architects. Kansas City. MO

Ginny Graves, Center for Understanding the Built Envin

Prainc Village, KS

Cincta Hankins, Center for Hisionc Prcsc

flcssee State University, Murfreesboro. TN
Middle Tcn-

Rogcr Han, Children's Environment Resea

University of New York. New York, NY

Kathlyn Hatch, Hisionc

Vermont. Burlington, VT

me Juneau. Smithsonian

. Washington. DC

Group. City

Program. University of

on Traveling F-thihition

ill Kay. Preservation Techniques. Philadelphia. PA

icll V Keune. AlA. US/ICOMO.S, Washington. DC

affiliations, there has been little opportunity for com-

munication among practitioners in this emerging t'lcld.

The Paris conference not only provided the much-

needed occasion for Americans to meet one another

and exchange information, but also established the

momentum for such exchanges to continue on both

national and international levels.

The Americans returned from Paris reaffirmed in

their commitment to this global effort to make young

people aware of and care for their shared architectur-

al heritage.

Cynthia tjttle. Histoncal Society of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia. PA

Philip C. Matshall, Atchitectural Anisanry Program. Southeastern

Massachusetts Universiry. New Bedford. MA

Fay D- .Melcalf, .National Commis
Schools. Washington, DC

Marcia Miller. Hentage fiducalion Ouanerly. Madison, GA

Susan Nichols, Museum Education Roundtabic, Arlington. VA

Gary Olsen. Project Ajchi-Tcacher. Educational Concepts Group,

Champaign, IL

Michele Olsen. Project Archi-Teacher. Educational Conccpis

Group, Champaign, IL

Alan Sandler, Education Progratr

lecls. Washington, DC
: of ,

Anna Slafer, National Building Museum, Washington. DC

Joyce Stevens, Mcnlage Education, Arlington. MA

Barbara C Timken. US/ICOMOS. New York. NY

Dorecn Uhas. Fort Hayes Arts and Academic High School,

Columbus. OH

.Maune Van Buren. Histonc Prescivation Consulting. Atlania, GA

l.ynda Waggoner, Frank Lloyd Wright's Fallingwaler. Mill Run. PA

Jerry Ward. Harpers Ferry Design Center. National Park Service.

Harpers Ferry. WV

l^rraine Weiss. Ilisionc Albany Foundation. Albany. NY

(from Barbara C. Tinken, "Special Issue: International Conference on Architectural

Heritage Education," US/ICOMOS Newsletter 11, no. 4 (April 1990), 7.)
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Appendix C: CUBE Curriculum for "Walk Around the Block"

Walk Around The S/oc/f Curriculum

Master List Objectives And Skills

Language Arts Skills





Walk Around The Block Curriculum
Master List Objectives And Skills

*^..^

The Arts

UTioef3i3/ia eemefTs ano Dnnoaes oi aesHjn

imefaei visuaiiv recorow etwnefices

Unflefstana soca conen oi an arc am / /
AW to oescroe arcmeaure 3) se vocaoijiar>

Demonstraie oersonai grouo and cultural reiationsniDs *;arT

//•/•/

Cognitive Skills

Unoeisiani iTie

Cognitive Skills

svmcot&^yinMw: rewesenianon / • / • • / •
Gather oaia ffifoucn visua) oDsecvaoon. use ol senses

Comoa/e recorflEngs ol i«e mtormaion ana maienais

/ /

Gather data mnxjgn eroenmentahon rrxxJetrng research

Use one's txx)y as a teammcj looi

/ /

Learn to caiegonze and ctassity

See and accept a nidtototv ot views / / / /
Use recall to creaie a visual image

Generate ouestons rrwn nrvjwn oata

• • /

Learn to asQjss m gge ano small grouos

Uamioootf niomiaiic'-.

• / • / / • /
• / • / / / y / • /

Learn to [xan win a qrous

l^am me vaiue ol te / / • /
Learn me value ot noviouai fesoonstO'iity wrtnin a group / • / • • •
Unoerstand resoonsDffty n ouWconvaie enoeavor

Leam lo relate tiywnn adutSfOWef fnemoefs oi cormwniw

fl eioenence as unowieoge si

Trie An Comoeiencies nere largely relate lo the oiastic arts and arcniieciure however aesian is imDetWeO tnrouanout all tesson
Dians Aaivmes involving creative movement ana aance music writing, ana ine rnierrelanonsntD at art and lecnnoiogv are inciuaec
or proiect activities mpuOed m Walk Around the BlocK

. Cemp io» unoersiano-a 7« 8u«i fcnwrormer 99;

/ •
/ •
/ / • /
• •

• /
• /

/ • •

CUBE Curriculum for "Walk Around the Block" (excerpt, p. 2 of 3)
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